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ABSTRACT

Internal noise sources are the fundamental limitation

on the achievable dynamic range in switched-capacitor

filters. For low frequency applications the flicker noise of

the operational amplifier is the dominant noise source, and

its contribution increases as device sizes are reduced. The

objectives of this research project are the understanding of

the noise mechanisms and their contributions in switched-

capacitor filters, and the elimination of the flicker noise

from the filter by using a chopper stabilization technique.

This allows both reduction in the physical size of the

filter as well as an improvement in the dynamic range.

A new fully-differential chopper-stabilized filter con

figuration has been developed which improves both dynamic

range and power supply rejection in voiceband filters. An

experimental HMOS metal-gate fifth-order Chebyshev lowpaas

filter has been designed and fabricated. This filter, with

a cutoff frequency of 3>4KHz, achieved a dynamic range of

102dB, which is significantly larger than has been previ

ously reported.
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Chapter 3 discusses .the effect of the operational

amplifier output impedance on the wideband noise contribu

tion to the switched-capacitor filter. A comparison between

a single-stage amplifier with and without an output voltage

buffer are used to examine this effect.

Chapter 4 describes the fundamental limits on dynamic

range versus the scaling effect of technological feature

size. Two low-frequency noise reduction techniques are dis

cussed. Then the implementation of a modified chopper-

stabilized operational amplifier is presented.

In chapter 5, the advantages of using fully-

differential circuits in switched-capacitor filters are

described. The mismatch problem in a fully-differential

switched-capacitor integrator is also described. The cir

cuits of a modified differential chopper-stabilized opera

tional amplifier and a fifth-order lowpass switched-

capacitor filter realized by MOS technology are presented.

In chapter 6, some considerations about chip design and

measurement are discussed, and the experimental results of

the prototype lowpass filter are presented. The noise con

tribution and the distortion in the filter are also dis

cussed. Two circuits are proposed to convert between

single-ended and differential systems.

Chapter 7 summarizes this research work.
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In Appendix I, a theoretical noise calculation for the

sampled transient thermal noise (^ noise) is shown.

Appendix II analyzes the effect of the ^ noise and its
equivalent input referred noise in a switched-capacitor

integrator.

Appendix III discusses the square-wave modulation

effect for both 4. noise and thermal noise.

Appendix IV describes the process flow of the HMOS

metal-gate enhancement-depletion process which was used to

fabricate the experimental circuit.

In Appendix V, the layout rules used in chip design are

described.
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CHAPTER 2

NOISE IN SWITCHED-CAPACITOR FILTERS

2.1. Noise Sources in Switched-Capacitor Integrator

The most important sources of noise in switched-

capacitor filters are the noise of the operational amplif

iers in the filters and the thermal noise from the channel

resistance of the MOS switches. These noise sources and

their effects on switched-capacitor filters will be analyzed

from the circuit point of view with a simple bottom-plate

switched-capacitor integrator. (The detailed analysis is

contained in Appendices I and II.) Before going into the

detailed noise analysis, the circuit properties of bottom-

plate switched-capacitor integrators will be explained.

A typical differential bottom-plate switched-capacitor

integrator with the output sampled on different clock phases

is shown in Fig.2.1(a). Here, ji. and *J2 are two non-

overlapping clocks, and transistors M. to M4 and Mc to Mg

are the MOS switches. Cj ia the integrating capacitor, Cs1,

(Q)

4>,0N

W-.I—2
RoMt+RoH?^ _Jcs Lf^

Cssr v<>2

(b
R0N5*R0N6 yOt

o
r VVV t O a/SS* KON5*KON6

'S2

(c)

(d)

d>20N

Ron2«Ro^8M • -""+
"cso d:C

M+lsL

A:

"T" jtEt.-1° tCs3

-i

Fig.2.1 Noise in switched-capacitor integrator,
(a) bottcun-plate switched-capacitor integrator with output

sampled at different clock phase,
•(b) &x is on, (c) & is on, (d) equivalent input noise of

operational amplifier.
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Ca2 and Cy, are the sampling capacitors at the input, the

output on phase (5, and the output on phase ^2 » respec

tively. If the charge is transferred completely from Cgj to

Cj, and to CS2 or cs3» the z-transform transfer functions

from two inputs to the outputs are

ma-t
1

ST *

voi<z> =-h^r vii(a) + /-i vi2<a> <2-1a>
1-Z 1-z

'81 ,4 'SI

CT Ct
(z)= — i-vllU>+ T Vi2(z> (2.1b)

1-z"' 1-z*"'
ro2

where v.j and vi2 are the Input signals and vq1 and vq2 are

the output signals. The difference in the transfer function

between v^U) (or vJ2(z)) and vq1(z) (or vq2(z)) is the

phase response, i.e. v .(z) is delayed one half clock cycle

relative to vq2(z). This difference has no effect on the

noise calculation. Because the power transfer function is

the important factor in noise calculation, the equivalent

input referred noise at either v.. or v*2 from the noise at

the output of the integrator is independent of the phase

response. Depending on the clock states, the integrator

will be in different configurations; namely, the state when

clock p\ is on and that when clock ^2 is on. Therefore, two

different circuits and noise analyses for calculating the

noise in the integrator are required.

- 8 -

The steps used for noise analysis of switched-capacitor

filter in this research work are: (1) calculate the transfer

function in a simple switched-capacitor integrator from the

noise source to the voltage node(s) of interest; (2) calcu

late the expected noise value across the capacitors in which

the sampled noise charges will be transferred and/or stored

in the subsequent clock sequence; (3) calculate the total

effective noise at the output of the integrator through the

integration function of the circuit; (4) refer the calcu

lated noise back to the input (or if it is convenient, to

the output) of the integrator (this is the referred

equivalent noise in a switched-capacitor integrator in ques

tion.); (5) calculate the transfer functions from each inte

rior node of the filter, where the referred equivalent noise

is located, to the output of the filter; and (6) add all the

noise powers at the output of the filter by weighting each

referred equivalent noise with its own associated power

transfer function. A step-by-step analysis of this method

will be shown in this chapter.

Notice that in this chapter the thermal noise density

used in calculating noise variance and the calculated

equivalent wideband noise density are the noise power densi

ties over the range of both positive and negative frequen

cies. If only the positive frequency range is of interest,

such as in noise measurement, all of the wideband noise den

sities calculated above should have double those values in

the positive frequency range and zero elsewhere. As an
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example, a resistor of value R will have a noise density of

4kTR if only positive frequency range is considered, while

it will have a noise density of 2kTR over the entire fre

quency spectrum.

Also notice that the noise variance to be calculated is

obtained from the integration over the entire frequency

range; thus, all of the probabilities of a random variable

are considered, and therefore, the aliasing effect of the

thermal noise in the sample and hold circuit is included.

In a continuous-time RC integrator, if the operational

amplifier is carefully designed so that its noise contribu

tion is negligible, then the dominant fundamental noise in

the integrator is the thermal noise from the resistor. Simi

larly, a fundamental wideband noise can be found in a

/ kT
switched-capacitor integrator. This type of noise (called tt

noise) will be analyzed first in this chapter.

2.1.1. Sampled Wideband Noise in Switched-Capacitor

kTCircuits ( ^f Noise )

The finite channel resistance of the MOS switches pro

duces a thermal noise which will be sampled by the sampling

capacitor through a band-limiting RC network. This type of

noise is often referred to as "transient thermal noise". The

details are shown in Appendix I 15]. This process can be

- 10 -

described as follows.

When clock ^ is on, the circuit is shown in Fig.

2.1(b). The total channel resistance of Mj and Mj has a

thermal noise power density, vR^2, which is equal to
2kT(RQN1 + R0lj5) through the frequency range from

-00 to +00. Here k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the

absolute temperature. The voltage transfer function from

noise source vR.,2 to the voltage across the sampling capa

citor ( vcg ) is

H*, x VC3<8> I
l(8) s W^h<>»

1 + sH0N13CS1
(2.2)

where RoN13=R0N1 + ^Itf* Tne exPected noise variance across
the sampling capacitor Cgj is

EJvcs2(t,ui)| =TzkTRo^jJH^juiJpdiu

kT

^sT
(2.3)

This process is repeated every clock cycle and results in a

in each sample appearing across thenoise variance of
kT

^sT
sampling capacitor Go.. This sampled noise is dependent

only on the temperature and the size of capacitor, and
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kTtherefore, is usually referred to as -p- noise.

When clock t2 is on» the circuit is shown in

Fig.2.1(c). Charge conservation dictates that the noise sam

ple stored in CaJ be transferred and stored in the

integrating capacitor Cj. If the DC voltage gain of the

operational amplifier is large enough and if the time con

stant (RQN2 + R0N4)CS1 ia 8,naller than tne "on" Period of
clock ji2, then the stored noise sample has a variance of
c 2

(-*LL) k?_. (The details are shown in Appendix II.) Thus, on
°I C31

each i>r. the output of the integrator experiences a change in

c 2
value whose amplitude has a variance given by (-g—) j,—. At

I SI

the same time, the thermal noise from the channel resistance

of M2 and M4, vR242 (which has a noise density of
2kT(R0H2 + R0H4 )), is sampled by Cj through a network con

sisting of the operational amplifier, the sampling and

integrating capacitors, and the switches. The effect of this

noise can be simply analyzed as follows: for frequencies

below the unity-gain frequency of the amplifier, this noise

results in a displacement current which appears across Cj

81attenuated by a factor of -jp-. For frequencies well beyond

the operational amplifier unity-gain frequency the output

stage of the operational amplifier behaves like an ideal

voltage source. This causes the displacement generated by

the thermal noise of M2 and M. to flow through Cgj and Cj.

The detailed effect of this noise can be analyzed as

- 12 -

follows. The voltage transfer function from the noise

source v
R24

to vCI i

vci(a)

"2(8) =W^T 4201l

-c [s+(1+A0)P0]
CIS+F0) +(1+SRON24CS1H8+(1+A0)P0J (2.4)

31
where c =-»i— is the capacitor ratio which is an intrinsic

bl

parameter of a switched-capacitor integrator, and

R0N24 s ft0H2 "** R0N4* Tne operational amplifier for this

analysis is modeled as a single-pole circuit with finite

open-loop DC voltage gain AQ and pole frequency at PQ.

Eq.(2.4) contains two poles and one zero. The expected
o p

noise variance of vCj resulting from vR24 is

s|vCI2(t.ui)| =̂2kTR0H24|H2(jui)|2dua

(1+Ao)2PoR0N24C31
s2 kT

1 + (1+c+AQ)
1 + c + (1+AJP Ro'ton0N24uS1

(2.5)

If AQ » 1 and c << A , then Eq.(2.5) can then be reduced to

4vCI2(t.ua)l . c2 Wl IIM0pT4C3C 1-I CI J VI1 + c + AoPoR0N24C3lJ
(2.6)
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For different value of c, there exists two conditions. Con

dition (1), c << 1, which is usually the case of interest in

low-frequency filters or in high-Q filters; Condition (2), c

is not much less than unity, which is the case when the

integrator unity-gain frequency is not much below than the

filter clock rate. These two conditions will be discussed

separately.

If c << 1, then Eq.(2.6) results in a simple ^ noise
variance of c2 •£•£-. This condition can be applied directly

to Eq.(2.4) and results in a simplified transfer function

H3(s) of

H3(8) = \ + aH~C Cy l + aK0H24cs1 (2.7)

which is an one-pole equation as in Eq.(2.2). Therefore, a

similar expected noise variance as in Eq.(2.3) is obtained,
2 kTwhich is c ^-« This noise variance is sampled and stored

in Cj when clock 42 turns off, and gives a similar contribu-
kTtion as the -g- noise from switches M. and M». This result

disagrees with that of a previously published analysis [6].

If c is not much less than unity, then the sampled

noise shown in Eq.(2.6) is less than c2 J£L which is the
°S1

channel thermal noise of M, and M3 sampled during rfJ, by CS1

and transferred to Cj. In this condition the sampled noise

shown in Eq.(2.6) is also dependent on the two circuit-

- 14 -

design parameters: the operational amplifier unity-gain fre

quency and the time constant RqN24cS1 * *>or different values

of AoPoR0H24CS1» tne noi8e of Eq.(2.6) can range from y^ to
1 of c2 *L.

CS1

Another contribution results from the fact that during

the time when M2 and M4 are turned on, if M^ and Mg turn off

before M2 and M4, then the instantaneous noise in their

channels is translated to the integrator output and is sam

pled by the sampling capacitor Cg,. The noise contribution

due to this mechanism can be calculated in the following

manner: The voltage transfer function from the noise source

vR242 to the voltage across the capacitor Cg^ (vo2) is

vo2(a) t
H4(s) "vR24(s)|rfp0H

1 + sR0N78c33
(1 +sR0M24C31)(1 +lf5-) +s<Ls_

p
oro

c

. p
oro

(2.8)

where RQII78 = R0N7 + R0N8* Tne associated expected noise

variance sampled by Cg,, if Hn and MQ turn off before M2 and

M4, is

2|vo22(t,ui)| =T2kTR0N24|H4(jui)|:

.2 kT K
0 E— KA°S1 A

dm

(2.9)



where

K."1 = 1 + 1 + c

AoPoR0H24CS1

R0I124CS1
R0N78CS3+"0N78CS3

R0N24CS1
1 +

1 + c + AoPoR0N24CS1
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-1

(2.10)

The magnitude of the coefficient Kft is dependent on the cir

cuit parameters AQP0, RoiJ24CS1 and R0H78CS3» and ia alway8

less than 1. This noise is important only when the output of

the integrator is sampled by a sample and hold circuit. The

kTnoise in Eq.(2.9) has a similar form as the =£• noise sampled

in Cg, from the channel resistance of My and Mg (which is

tt^~). If CQ, is considered as an input sampling capacitorCS5 S3

of the next stage, then the noise in Eq.(2.9) can be seen as

a part of- the equivalent input rtoise of the next stage.

9 Co*
Therefore, if cr K. •*— << 1, then the noise contribution

A ^31

due to this mechanism can be neglected; otherwise, it should

be included in the noise calculation of the next stage.

For the case of c << 1, the integrator output consists

C 2
of a series of samples whose variance is 4^- (-*—) . In

^31 CI
Appendix II, the spectrum of this waveform is calculated,

and it is shown that the equivalent input ^r- noise power

spectral density of the switched-capacitor integrator far

- 16 -

below the clock rate is {?*'i or 2kTRSCR over the range of
31 C

both positive and negative frequencies. Here Ropots-r-J )
aLK cS1fC

is the equivalent "switched-capacitor resistance", and tn ia

the clock frequency. Compared with the thermal noise den

sity of a resistor used in a continuous-time RC integrator

(2kTR), the ^£ noise power density at low frequencies is
equal to that of the resistor case. Direct experimental

verification has recently been published 17].

The equivalent input ^2- noise power density for fre-
2

quencies not far below the clock rate ( fQ ) has a^"I x
x2

shape as shown in Eq.(A.17). From the properties of an

ergodic process [9], there is an interesting result from

Eq.(A.17). The total average ^£ noise power (P) at the input
of the integrator due to Mj and M3 channel thermal noise is

equal to the power in the time-varying AC component (the

noise variance). This can be proven by integrating Eq.(A.17)

over the entire frequency range.

-1-00

P = J" Si(ui)dui

kT r
+00 sin

2^0
dui

31 *C -00 uffp '

kT

«5T
(2.11)
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This result also supports the assumption in Eq.(A.8) that

the mean of the thermal noise vR., is zero (so that the DC

noise power component is zero). Therefore, the noise vari-

ance (or the total noise power) of f^=- at the input of the
US1

switched-capacitor Integrator shown in Fig.2.1 is a funda

mental hoise power which is only a function of the tempera

ture and the size of the sampling capacitor.

2.1.2. Operational Amplifier Flicker Noise

(or \ Noise ) ( v 2 )

Fig.2.1(d) shows a typical equivalent input noise spec

trum of an MOS operational amplifier. The corner frequency (

fcn * is on tne order of 10 klJz to 1 MHz, and is process

dependent. This low frequency noise (flicker noise or 4

noise) results primarily from the surface states in the

input stage transistors of the operational amplifier.

Because the power spectrum of the i noise is highly corre

lated at low frequencies, if the clock frequency is higher

than twice the corner frequency (2fcn), then the i noise can
be treated as a narrow-band noise. The same method used in

the signal analysis can be applied. The reason for choosing

2fcn as a Nyquist frequency of the j noise is that for fre

quencies beyond the corner frequency the 4> noise density is

much less than the wideband noise density in the operational

amplifier; therefore, when compared with the wideband noise

- 18 -

power, most of the i noise power is concentrated at frequen

cies below f . The following analysis is based on this

assumption. From Fig.2.1, the recurrence relationships

between vQ^, vq2 and vnf are

vo1l(n+1)Tc] - v0,tnTc]

=vnfl(n+l)Tc] - vnf[nTc] + cvnf[ (n4>TC3 (2.12a)

vo2l(n+1)Tc] - vo2[nTc]

° Vnfl(n+1)TC] - vnftnTc] + ovnf[(n+1)]Tc] (2.12b)

where TQ is the period of the clock fc. Eqs.(2.12a) and

(2.12b) correspond to z-transform functions of

J

v„,(«) = vn,(z) +-tt-rUi)ol nf 7-B-i nf

vo2(z) = vnf(z) f-S^v^U)

which correspond to the power transfer functions of

Soft(m) vo1<e >

vnf(e
Juffc

(2.13a)

(2.13b)



(u.)Jof2

V»)

= 1 +

2 ^C
4sin

Juffc
vo2(e )

Juffc
vnf(e )

= 1 +

4sin'
uff,

+ c.
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(2.14a)

(2.14b)

The integrator output contains two separate components which

are related to the -L noise of the operational amplifier. The

first component (the "unity-gain" component), corresponding

to the first terms of Eqs.(2.14)» ia simply a translated

replica of the 1 noise. The second (the "integration" com

ponent), corresponding to the second terms of Eqs.(2.14), is

the i noise multiplied by the integrator transfer function.

The third term "c" of Eq.(2.14b) is due to the correlation

between the "unity-gain" and the "integration" components.

This term is negligible when c << 1.

The i noise of the operational amplifier can be modeled
p

as a noise source of value v * at the input of the integra

tor (input referred from the "integrated" component) and a

second noise source of value v f2 or 0+c)vnf at the out
put (the "translated" component). These noise components are

shown in Fig.2.2(a).

r
i

*¥**—i—•••£
at ! ~ -r-CsiHD-j—>J-^_J1

Noiseless box with ideal switches

(Q)

I 1
Noiseless box with ideal switches

(b)
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Fig.2.2 Equivalent noise components for (a) —noise,'(b) total noiBe
of a switched-capacitor integrator.
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2.1.3. Operational Amplifier Wideband Noise ( vnt2 )

The wideband thermal noise of the operational amplifier

can not be analyzed by the method described in the i noise

analysis. This thermal noise (vn+) in the switched-

capacitor integrator is a non-stationary random process

since the circuit with clock p\ on is not in the same state

as with clock j&2 on. A similar analysis for calculating the

thermal noise resulting from switches M2 and M. can be

used.

From Fig.2.1 the noise sampled by Cj from vnt in the

sampling sequence has a similar integration function as the

kTintegrated ^r noise described in Appendix II. The detailed

analysis is as follows. If the operational amplifier has an

infinite input impedance or If the parasitic capacitance

across two input nodes of the operational amplifier is much

smaller than the integrator capacitance C,, then the noise

sampled by Cj during clock p^ on can be neglected as com

pared with the noise sampled with clock *L on. When clock

$2 is on, the circuit state is changed and the voltage

trunsfer function from v t to vGI becomes

^nT^k™ -C{(1+1C) +3(<1^)H0N24C

r2 RON24CS1
Vo

* J+a.

(2.15)
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In the usual case, A >> 1 and -r- « 1, Eq.(2.15) becomes

Vcijf>|
vnt(8)U20N = H5<8>

O+sR^p.Co.MHrV) + 8^24^31 M' TJFJ' "A^
(2.16)

and the expected noise variance sampled by Cr from v t is

JVci2(t,ui)j =T2kTRteq|H5(jlu)|2du»

= kTRteq R r + _1+on0H24t'S1 +T^
(2.17)

where 2kTR_ is the equivalent input thermal noise density

of the operational amplifier with equivalent thermal resis

tance R4-ea> The band-limiting factor in Eq.(2.17) ia deter-

1 o o
mined by the smaller bandwidth of -n —a— and -ttt-« If

M01124°S1 T+c '

1

H0N24C31
is dominant, then the expected noise variance is

EJvCI2(t,ui)V c2 kT teq
^sT R0N24

(2.18)

kTwhich, in fact, is one type of -£- noise. This noise variance

will be sampled and stored by Cj in every clock cycle after

clock jL turns off. Thus, the noise analysis shown in
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Appendix II can be applied and results in a noise power den

sity at the input of this switched-capacitor integrator of

,, k" -k—23-, over both positive and negative frequencies. In
°S1rC H0N24

some applications the operational amplifier has a narrow

band design (i.e. AnP„ << « —^—)• In such a case the
° ° 2pN24LS1

noise sampled by Cj from v * *s

E|vCI2(t,ui)j =c2 kTRteqA0PQ (2.19)

and the equivalent input noise density due to this

"integrated" v t2 noise is equal to kTRt —*— over both

positive and negative frequencies. This is the wideband

noise density of the operational amplifier ( 2kTR. ) mul-

A P
tiplied by the effective number of aliasing ( jj- ).

The above analysis considered only the "integrated"

noise from vnt to Vqj. Moreover, when clock p\ is on, the
p

thermal noise v + will be sampled through the operational

amplifier by the sampling capacitor Cg2 of the next stage,
p

and when clock ^2 is on, v t will be sampled by Cg, as

well. These noise samples are due to the "translation"

characteristic of the circuit. That is, if the operational

amplifier is connected by the feedback network as a non-

Inverting amplifier, the transfer function from the non-

inverting input to the output of the operational amplifier

is one plus the impedance ratio of the external feedback
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circuits.

When clock p\ is on, the voltage transfer function from

v £ to the voltage across the capacitor Cg2 ( vo1 ) is

vol(aj
*n7^

,„„ a , J (2.20)
'l°N 1<1+]T> +7rV](l +aR0N56CS2)

where RQjjcg = RqN5 + R0N6* Tne nolae variance sampled by

CS2 is

3Jvol2(t,ui)| =kTRteq
RON56cS2 + irp-

(2.21)

This result shows that the voltage transfer functions of

Eq.(2.l6) and £q.(2.20) have similar band-limiting effect on

the wideband noise of the operational amplifier.

The same discussion as in Eq.(2.17) gives the result

that the equivalent noise, over both positive and negative

frequencies at the input of the next stage is equal to

and

kT Hteq

^ R0N56

kTRteqAoPo

if

if

H0N56C32 « Vo. (2.22)

0 ° R0H56CS2*
(2.23)
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When clock p*2 is on, and if AQ >> 1 and t°- << 1, the

noise ( v. ) translated to the. capacitor Cq, has the fol-
nt

lowing transfer function

S3

'o2(a)

\^T ^,0N
H5(s) (1+c) + aRQH24C3|

c 1 + sR0N78CS3
(2.24)

where Rqh^ = RqN7 + R0N8' *ne noiae variance sampled by

CS3 is

2|vo22(t,ui)j
n0N78('S3 +TT^Pq*

(2.25)

where

KB-] =1+

*1 = R0H24CS1

c+2

•"♦Tfe^1 ♦SfV.Vi
«-. (2.26)

<Vo *4£> t, +

1+(1+c)«2•1 + *i
(l+o)1 o o

and X-z = ron78CS3* The magnitude of the

coefficient Kg is dependent on the parameters A P , RoN24^S1

*0N78^83'

noise variance becomes

E|vo22(t,ua)| =kTR teq
ROH78CS3 + TCF

(2.27)
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Again, this result is similar to the result in Eq.(2.17) or

Eq.(2.21). They are all band-limited by the resistance and

capacitance of the switches and the unity-gain frequency of

the operational amplifier. From the analysis shown in Appen

dix II, the translated wideband noise of the operational

amplifier contributes an equivalent noise density of

kTR«.»„ ,'teq -— (over both positive and negative fre-
C R0N78CS3 +Tr^jr

quencies) into the input of the next stage when clock fL is

on.

2.1.4. Summary

If the frequencies of interest are much lower than the

clock frequency fQ, the DC voltage gain of the operational

amplifier is large, the (R0N2+R0N4^CS1 time cotlstant ls much
smaller than the turned-on period of switches M2 and M4, the

leakage in the integrating capacitor can be neglected and

31-k—(=c) << 1, then the noise can be represented by two

sources, one at the input and another at the output. The

input noise density is

%,2 2kT

C31fC

kTR
teq

R0N24CS1 +7S£PTw°*
"nf
"ST

(2.28)
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and the noise density "translated" to the output node of the

integrator and sampled by Cg2 and C3, are

and

rno1

75T

fno2

kTRteq

R0H56CS2 +^p^Kc

kTR
teq

R0N78CS3 + XVfiroJ

vnf

"ST

nf

+ "zsr

(2.29)

(2.30)

respectively, where Rteq is the equivalent resistance of the

Input referred thermal noise of the operational amplifier.

These equivalent noises are illustrated in Fig.2.2(b).

In a ladder filter structure as shown in Fig.2.3 the

integrator A has a differential input sampling capacitor

with two inputs being sampled from two other integrators'

outputs. The sampling capacitor CgA will sample the two

"translated" operational amplifier wideband noise components

(the first terms in Eqs.(2.29) and (2.30)) and the two

"translated" j noise components (the second terms in

Eqs.(2.29) and (2.30)) from integrators I and II and will

integrate these noise components into the integrating capa

citor C
IA* If

oo

is much smaller than the time constants

of the switched-capacitors in Fig.2.3 (i.e. R0N24CS1»

ROH56cS2 and R0N78CS3 are mucn larger than A?p

28 -

Fig.2.3 Noise in a differential switched-capacitor integrator.
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In Eqs.(2.28), (2.29) and (2.30)) and the operational

amplifiers have the same thermal noise density (2kTRteo),

then the total equivalent This integration results in an

effective j. noise power of 3 vnf (in Eq.(2.14a) case) or
Coi C<'31 '32I 3 + (t^) + (?^£)]vn/ (in Eq.(2.14b) case) at the input
°I1 °I2 nr

of this integrator, assuming these three operational amplif

iers have the same ^ noise density.

2.2. Noise Calculation in Switched-Capacitor Filters

The steps used for calculating the noise in switched-

capacitor filters are described in the previous section. The

steps which have been used up to the point of calculating

the equivalent input referred and translated output noise

components in a switched-capacitor integrator are shown in

Sections 2.1.1. to 2.1.3.♦ The rest of steps will be shown

in this section.

2.2.1. Equivalent Noise Sources in Switched-Capacitor

Filters

- 30 -

In order to calculate the total noise at the output of

a switched-capacitor filter, the noise sources or the

equivalent noise components inside the filter must be

weighed by their own transfer functions. In a RLC passive

filter the transfer functions from a voltage source in

series with an inductance element or a current source in

parallel with a capacitance element to the output of the

filter can be easily found by a circuit simulation program

such as SPICE. To design an active filter one can translate

the passive filter structure into a signal flow graph with

the energy storage elements replaced by the integrators. By

doing this the voltage sources in series with the inductors

and the current sources in parallel with the capacitors

become the inputs to these integrators. This translation is

explained by an example of a fifth order ladder lowpass

filter shown in Fig.2.4(a). In this figure the vn's and

ln*8 are the equivalent noise sources of the associated

energy storage elements simulated by the active circuits,

not the noise sources in these passive elements.

From Fig.2.4, the reason for analyzing the noise com

ponents in a switched-capacitor integrator and referring

them into the input and the output of the integrator is

clear. For example, the total equivalent noise power at the

input node of the integrator —J- is the sum of its input

referred noise (Eq.(2.28)) and two translated noise com

ponents (Eq.(2.29) or Eq.(2.30)) from two adjacent stages

Ujj- and —jj- . This condition also occurs in the
2 4
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VoUT
-oo—WAf-f-O—orm-*—(3~~r*wx-*-

_T T r TT'T r iR±
(a)

V,N v'
o—WK

l/R

(vn2)
OUT

O-y—<+)»—y—t-t

(inl) (in3) (in5)

(b)

Fig.2.1) Noise calculation in the filter,
(a) a fifth-order Chebyshev lowpass filter,
(b) signal flow graph of (a).

l/R
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two terminated stages ( -g-g— and -gi— ). The total equivalent
1 5

input noise power at the input of the integrator -Jj— (or •_-«-
1 5

) is equal to the input referred noise of the terminated

stage itself plus the translated output noise components

from the integrator ^- (or -gjr-) and the inner integrator
1 5

(_J— or qt—) • This evidence also explains the fact of three
2 4

noise power discussed in Section 2.1.4..

2.2.2. Filter Noise Calculation — An Example

A 5-th order Chebyshev lowpass filter shown in

Fig.2.4(a) and 2.4(b) will be used as an example for noise

calculation. In Fig.2.4(b) the voltage transfer functions

from each noise source at the input of the integrator to the

output of the filter are shown in Fig.2.5. The basic rela

tionship between the input and the output noise spectrum in

a network with a transfer function of Hn(jiu) is

Sno<m) x Sni(ui)|Hn(jui), (2.31)

where JH (jui)| is the power transfer function from the

noise source to the output of the network. The total output

noise power spectrum of the filter shown in Fig.2.4 la

3noT^> » ^Snio(uO|HnB)(jui)|2 +3no5(m)
m=l

(2.32)
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Fig.2.5 Noise transfer functions in the filter of Fig.2.!<.
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where Snin(ui) is the total equivalent noise power density at

the input node of the m-th integrator which includes the

input referred noise components of the present stage

(Eq.(2.28)), and the "translated" noise components from the

outputs of the adjacent integrators (as in Eq.(2.29) and

£q.(2.30)); HnjJJ( jiu) is the voltage transfer function from

the input of the m-th integrator to the output of the

filter; and SnQc(u») is the "translated" noise from the noise

sources of the 5-th integrator appearing at the output of

that stage (also the output of the filter).

It is assumed that the noise sources in the filter are

uncorrelated so that a simple noise power summation as

£q.(2.32) can be performed.
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CHAPTER 3

EFFECT OF OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

IN NOISE ANALYSIS

The noise analysis shown in Chapter 2 is based on the

assumption that the operational amplifier is modeled as a

single-pole network with a finite open-loop voltage gain AQ.

This type of network is an ideal voltage-to-voltage con-

Ao
verter which depends only on the relationship of —

1 + y-
o

between the input and the output nodes of the network. In

other words, the output node of the network sees zero

impedance; thus, the amplifier contributes no band-limiting

effect in the calculation of the noise variance sampled by

the sampling capacitor of the next stage. In Chapter 2 when

calculating the translated noise from the operational

amplifier to the sampling capacitor of the next stage ( Cg2

or Cg, ), the band-limiting factors for the wideband noise

were the unity-gain frequency of the operational amplifier

and the pole formed by the channel resistance and the sam

pling capacitance of the next sampling switched-capacitor.

However, in calculating the noise contribution to Cg2 (or

Cg-z ) from the thermal noise of the channel resistance of
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the next stage ( RQN56 or R0H78 ), the band-limiting mechan
ism is only in the channel resistance and sampling capaci

tance of that switched-capacitor. This results in a simple
kT

noise sample of £± to that stage. This may not be true when
°S

the amplifier is designed without output stage, as in a

transconductance amplifier. This chapter will only analyze

the effect of the operational amplifier output impedance in

noise calculation with clock p*, on. The noise contribution

in different amplifier configurations such as a single-stage

amplifier with and without the output stage will be dis

cussed.

3.1. A Single-stage Amplifier

In order to understand the effect of the operational

amplifier output impedance in the noise calculation of the

sampling switched-capacitor connected to the output of the

amplifier, a single-stage amplifier shown in Pig.3-1(a) is

used. In Fig.3*1, Cj is the integrating capacitor, C is

the parasitic capacitance at the input node of the amplif

ier, M^ and Cg^ are the sampling switch and capacitor of the

load stage respectively, Qn is the effective transconduc

tance of the amplifier, RQ and CQ are the resistance and
p

capacitance at the output node, and v . (=2kTRtaa1Af) is

the equivalent input wideband noise of the amplifier.
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Fig.3.1 (a) A single-stage amplifier with output sampling switched-
capacitor, (b) small-signal model of (a), (c) equivalent circuit
for b=l and C .«cCQr.
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The voltage transfer function from the equivalent input

wideband noise of the amplifier to the voltage across CgL is

v0(a)

Veq1<8) " . . .t ^ Cot ♦ CSL> B2 *L"ot1 + S(tL + fjg ) + B Q
trC,

(3-D

re b-oJTT' Cot =bCp +Co» and *L " ROHLCSL' Thewhe

p

noise variance sampled by CMT from ve « isSL irou* veq1

1\2
IVB{v02(t.»)Ji = kTRteql

"flMT-Cgi. +
Cot + CSL

ONL^SL + bG
m

(3-2)

The output impedance of the amplifier when it is connected

as an integrator is

o

(3.3)

In the usual case bGQR0 >> 1, the voltage transfer function

troa VRONL to vo is

VR0^S) ",+8(tT +C°\+ C») +s2 ^&*
m

(3-4)

"TO! T5"

and the associated noise variance sampled by Cgr from the



noise source vrqmt. *a

kTR
OilL

1 , ._ot
1 + *Ctm"LEjv/U.u^ =

RONLCSL +
Cot * CSL

BD~
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(3.5)

The total noise variance sampled by Cgy from ve_.2 and
p

vRONL is 'tnen e<lual to

. l^1* W +b6RCotc »TT2| uo> b UUh DOmRONLCSL
vo Itot = K1 cZTTc<

R0HLC3L +
'otj_jm

"bGl

(3.6)

If C << Cj, "b" approaches unity, and vQ2|t t is equal to

kTRteql

Cot + CSL
RONLCSL + bO"

kT

SL I +

GmROHL
+ Cot

(3.7)

Comparing the first term with £q.(2.2l), it can be seen

that the difference is the band-limiting factor in the

unity-gain frequency of the amplifier. From Fig.3.1(b) the

open-loop voltage gain and the pole of the amplifier are

Ao a GmRo and Po = H g respectively, which result in an

munity-gain frequency of £=. This Is the same case as that
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of considering the amplifier having an ideal voltage buffer

at its output such that the capacitance load ( CaL and bC )

will not affect the intrinsic unity-gain frequency of the

amplifier. The non-ideal output impedance reduces the

Gm
"effective" unity-gain frequency ( •* ~—) and the amount

%t + C3L

of the noise to be sampled by Cg, from veQl2. The second
term of £q.(3.7) shows that the finite output impedance (due

to finite Qa and CQt ) of the amplifier also has the effect

of reducing the amount of the ^r- noise to be sampled by CgL

from the channel resistance of the switch Mr. The net

effect can be seen as follows.

Because the equivalent noise resistance of the amplif-

2 1ier Rteqj is approximately equal to 4 •$-, an interesting

result _ 2occurs when b( = 71 =—) = £.
°I + cp 5

value into Eq.(3*6), vQ |*ot becomes xr±— The capacitance

ratio "b" is the feedback factor in the circuit configura

tion of Fig.3.1. For different values of b, v02Jtot becomes

„ 2| v kT
vo Itot ? l!g^ if b <

Substituting this

(3.8a)

tot

kT if I < b < 1 (3.8b)

Eq.(3.8b) is normally valid in switched-capacitor filters.

It is fortunate that the amplifier with finite output

impedance as shown in Fig.3.1(a) will not only reduce the
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amount of the amplifier wideband noise sampled by Cgr, but

will also make the total noise to be sampled by CqT even
SL

kTless than the fundamental -*- noise in a simple switched-

/ kT \ 2
capacitor ( 7^- ), assuming the condition £ < b < 1 is

USL Z
satisfied. The minimum total noise variance (vQ |+0+) that

can be achieved is with b=1 , C + << Co, and Rqmt << it—
m

These conditions will result in a value of \ tt-*-. The
SL

equivalent noise circuit for b=1 and C t << CaL is shown in

Fig.3*1(c), from which one can see the factor of \ is from

the difference between the equivalent noise resistance (

4 7T- ) and the transconductance ( G ) of the MOS device. In

the circuit configuration of Fig.3.1(a), if bGoR0 >> 1 and

bGm >> l8Cotl in tne frfeQ.uoncv range of interest, the output
impedance from Eq.(3>3) is equal to one over the transcon

ductance of the circuit ( ZQX =4- )• This J- is also the
m m

output impedance of an MOS transistor when it is connected

as a "diode".

3.2. A Single-stage Amplifier with Output Source Follower

A single-stage amplifier with a source follower output

stage is shown in Fig.3.2(a). The small signal model for the

noise calculation is shown in Fig.3.2(b), where R , and CoJ

are the total resistance and capacitance at node V., R 2 is

the resistance associated with the output current source,

- 1,2 -

CP=p c6t=?

(b)
0X2

Fig. 3.2 (a) A single-stage amplifier with an output'source follower,
(b) small-signal model for noise calculation of circuit (a).
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2 2C p is the total capacitance at node V2, v . and v p are

the equivalent input noise of the gain stage and the source

follower respectively, and G and g 2 are the effective

transconductance of the gain stage and the source follower

respectively. The voltage transfer functions from the noise

sources v . and veq2 to the output vQ are

v0(s)
1

eq7TO-*7
1

+a.8+aos +a,s-

1 + St
01

veq2<s> ' ^oT 1+a1s+a2s2+a3s5

where

and

*, -*L +*ft +B^k2-(Cot2 ♦ <W

(to1 + *L>cot2 + *01(CSL + «m2*L>
bA0lgm2

to1tLCot2
a3 = TK0lgm2

b = BTTTT' Ao1 = GmRo1 » «»
1 P

:o1 a Ro1Co1» *L = RONLCSL»

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11a)

(3.11b)

(3.11c)
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;ot2 = be + co2, gB2Ro2 » 1

The impedance looking into the output node V2 is

1 + st
ol

'ox2 =
-, (3.12)

bAolfim2 + a(Cot2 + ^2*01 > + 8 Cot2to1

the voltage transfer function from the noise source vRqHt to

. s(Cot2 * gm2to1> A s Cot2to1
1 + K»—— + "TTV0(B)

VRONL<8>

where

TA o1gm2

1+a1 s+a2s +ajs"

<««^>»«^>
1+a^ s+a2s^a^s-*

_L +J_ -°ot2 + 6n,2to1
z1 z2 ~ bAo1«m2

1 Cot2to1
z.z
1*2 >1gm2

>1gm2

(3-13)

(3.14a)

(3.14b)

and a., a2, a, are the same as in Eqs.(3.1l). The total
2

noise variance sampled by Cgr from the noise sources v j ,

veq22 and vR0NL2 ls



kT
o Itot a2a.-a?

1 I 11

+R0ML<a2 +T 7-27* +7T +7?}3 z, z2 z, z2 j
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(3.15)

The contribution from v 2 (the second term in Eq.(3.15))

is important as long as its magnitude is on the same order

as that of the first term. This contribution is mainly from

the zero ( ua„ = r— ) in Eq.(3«10) which is located at a
z xo1

lower frequency range as compared with the poles (
n

P,+P2+P3 =x- +T-t' +Tr^"(1 +*m2H0ML>JJ in Eq.(3.10).
ol L ot2

Therefore, the voltage transfer function
v0<s>

Veq2U'
shows a

significant gain increase when the frequency passes through

the zero ( w_ = •=— ). The bandwidth of this "gain-peaking"
z xo1

in the transfer function of Eq.(3.10) can be narrowed by

making Cot2+CSL(1 + go2R0,,L) larger than cq1 .

The third term of Eq.(3.15) is the noise contribution

from the noise source v
RONL

'o2|»,

where

kT ,,

ONL U3L °

which can be simplified as

(3.16)

-1 _ 'SL
1 +

Cot2 + «m2tL
,+bAo«(Vy)
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(3.17)

D1 to1

and b. =

is less than 1.

«m2*o1 + C
ot2

'SL
The magnitude of the coefficient Kg

If the source follower is an ideal buffer, g 2 tends to

be very large, and K« —> 1,

co1
r
m

kTRteql

n n U0l
MONLCSL + W~

m

kT

8L

'teq2 "* °» a3 ~* °»

a1 ~* ^ROHLCSL + TilT"^ * ^nen this case is the same as in
m

Eq.(2.25) discussed in Section 2.1.3.. The total noise vari

ance sampled by CgL ( vQ l^ot ^ la e°.ual to

(3.18)

Notice that for b0mRoHLCSL >> Co1 tnia noise variance is (

he^ ) times larger than a single •£•=- noise.
"OWL U3L

3»3. Summary

The above noise analysis for considering the opera

tional amplifier output impedance shows that the output vol

tage buffer does have less band-limiting effect on the noise
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than an operational amplifier without output stage. Also a

kTminimum ^r- noise can be achieved in a switched-capacitor

filter by using amplifiers without any output voltage

buffer. The analysis also shows that there is a factor of £

difference between the equivalent noise resistance and the

output Impedance of an MOS transistor connected as a diode.

This difference does help the total noise performance in

active sample and hold circuits like the switched-capacitor

filters. .

If the operational amplifiers in a switched-capacitor

circuit are only used to drive a moderate amount of capaci-

tive load, improved ^£ noise performance can be obtained by
designing a transconductance amplifier instead of a low out

put impedance amplifier. But if a large capacitive load or a

resistive load exists in the circuit and is driven by a

switched-capacitor integrator, a low impedance output stage

is necessary in the amplifier. In this case an amplifier

design with low Rteql and high go2 is recommended in order

to minimize the net wideband noise contribution.
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CHAPTER 4

NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

From the discussion of Chapter 2, the important noise

sources in switched-capacitor filters are the thermal noise

in the channel of the MOS switches (^ noise), the ^ noise

and the wideband thermal noise contributed from the opera

tional amplifiers within the filters. The ^2- noise is the
fundamental wideband noise in switched-capacitor integra

tors. Its noise density is inversely proportional to the

size of capacitor used. The i noise component is dependent

on the process used, the operational amplifier design and

the gate capacitance of the input transistors in the opera

tional amplifier. Its noise density is also inversely pro

portional to the capacitor size (the gate area). The wide

band thermal noise in the operational amplifier is generated

by the H03 channel resistance whose equivalent input

referred voltage noise density is inversely proportional to

the transconductance of the amplifier. The contribution from

this noise source can be made insignificant by using an

amplifier without an output stage. If an output stage is

required in the circuit, this noise contribution can be made

kTsmall compared with the -^t- noise by using a large
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transconductance input transistors in the amplifier. For-

tunutely, this wideband noise source is independent of the

physical device size. Therefore, with reductions in techno-

kTlogical feature size, the requirement for both low -71- noise

and low operational amplifier i noise limits the ability to

scale down the physical dimensions of the filter.

This chapter will first discuss the fundamental limits

on noise and dynamic range in switched-capacitor filters

versus the scaling in technological feature size. Since the

-L noise* is colored, noise translation techniques can be used

to shift the noise energy to a higher frequency from the

frequency range of interest in the passband. Therefore, in

the second part of this chapter two methods for reducing the

i noise in the low frequency range will be described.

4.1. Fundamental Limits on Dynamic Range

versus Scaling Effect

The effects of scaling the device geometry in digital

MOS circuits have already been discussed [10]. Fig.4.1(a)

shows the relative changes in the circuit performance. Here,

K is the scaling factor related to the nominal value, tQX is

the gate oxide thickness, and V and L are the channel width

and length, respectively. For a scaling factor of K

Dimension ( t , W, L )

Doping Concentration ( N )

Voltage ( V )

Current ( I )

Capacitance ( C )

Delay (^ )
Power ( IV )

Power-Delay ( C\T )

(a)

K

1/K

K

K

K
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Hoise Source Scaled by 81gnal Voltage Swing Dynamic Range

—p Noise 1/K K
K3/2

j Noise 1/K K
K3/2

Op-Amp
Wideband Noise

1 K K

(b)

Fig.k.1(a) Circuit performance for the scaling factor of K.
(b) Dynamic range versus scaling factor of K in three

noise sources.
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smaller than 1, the gate capacitance per unit area (Cq-)

increases by a factor of 1/K. With the same £ ratio in the
p

transistor, the total gate area reduces by a factor of Kc,

and the total gate capacitance reduces by a factor of K.

Therefore) for a desired capacitance value in the circuit,

the capacitor area can be scaled down only by a factor of K.

In order to avoid the oxide breakdown and the punch-through,

the operating voltage has to be reduced by a factor of K. In

an NM03 transistor the relationships between the drain

current (ID), the transconductance (gm), the ^ ratio and the

gate to source voltage (VQS), when the transistor is biased

in saturation region, are:

Id =VOX «(V(53 .V'

«m = uoC0X X (VGS - V

(4.1)

(4.2)

where u is the electron mobility. With the same -r ratio

the operating current (ID) is reduced by a factor of K,

while the transconductance remains constant, assuming

(V^g-Vq,) is scaled by the same factor K.

In discussing the noise performance of switched-

u
capacitor filters with device scaling, the £ ratio, an

important parameter in MOS device geometry (in both transis

tor and capacitor), is kept constant. For a scaling factor

of K, the noise performance and the dynamic range change as

shown in Fig.4.1(b). The -^ noise and the ^ noise power
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densities increase by a factor of i, while the operational

amplifier wideband noise power density is unchanged. Since

the power supplies and the operating voltage are scaled, the

available signal swing is also scaled. To simplify the

analysis, the distortion due to scaling effect is ignored.

kT 1
If either the 4r- noise or the i noise is dominant, then the

dynamic range (both signal and noise are in units of vol

tage) is reduced by a factor of K*'2; and if the operational

amplifier wideband noise is dominant, then this factor is K.

•.in

In summary, the At- noise is the fundamental wideband

noise in the sample/hold circuits. This noise can be reduced

either by using the larger capacitor size or by operating

the circuit at lower temperature. The operational amplifier

wideband noise can be reduced in switched-capacitor filters

by designing the amplifier without an output voltage buffer.

The i noise can be reduced either by using large input dev

ices to obtain large gate capacitances or by using buried

channel devices to avoid surface states in the device chan

nels. However, these two approaches will increase the chip

size and process complexity. Another approach is to use

circuit design techniques for reducing the low-frequency

noise through the frequency translation methods such as the

correlated double sampling technique and the chopper stabil

ization technique. Both techniques require di3crete-time

systems to operate. Therefore, it is convenient to implement

them in switched-capacitor circuits.
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4.2. Correlated Double Sampling Technique

The correlated double sampling method has been used in

implementing low noise readout circuits for charge-coupled-

device signal processing l8],[l1],l28j. This technique is

based on the clock operation in sampling two different data

in the circuit: one sample is the significant noise com

ponent of the circuit and another sample ia the input signal

plus the noise component with some delay. The circuit for

this technique should also be allowed to do a subtraction

function between those two samples and an amplification of

the difference. Having this operation, the noise energy in

the circuit will be shifted to the clock frequency and its

harmonics and will be reduced in the frequencies in between.

This result offers the applicability of a system which has

its baseband in the low-noise frequency regions and obtains

an effective higher dynamic range inside that baseband. The

details of this technique is shown in the following section.

4.2.1. Principle of Correlated Double Sampling

Fig.4>2 shows a conceptual correlated double sampling

(CDS) system. The sample and hold (S/H) and the subtractor

are incorporated in the amplifier with an equivalent input
p

noise of vnfc whose spectrum is shown in Fig.4.2(a).

V-o

vneql

5»»

OUT

POSITION l_J IOFF 1
! ON

f POSITION 2J0FF{[~|
J rpTc-
k T J

(b)
(a)

'OUT
•Oo—O-

(C)

Fig.)*.2 (a) Principle of correlated double sampling technique;
(b) control clocks of the switches; (c) equivalent
input noise of the circuit (a).
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The sample/hold and the subtractor are required to perform a

"one minus one's delay" function. The switch is controlled

by two non-overlapping clocks with period of Tc as shown in

Fig.4-2(b), where pTQ is the delay between two fall edges of

the clocks. In the z-domain, the noise, vnQym, appearing at

the output is equal to

vn0UT(z) = a v„(z)( 1- z"P ) (4.3)

juffc
where z = e . The associated noise power z-transform

transfer function is

l»CDSz<*>|2 - *2 ( 2- Z-P- ZP ) (4.4)

in the z-domain and is

KdSu/H2 =2 a2 ( 1 - cos U5»TC ) (4.5)

in the frequency domain. Therefore, the equivalent input

noise of this correlated double sampling amplifier is

vneq12(uj) =2 ( 1- cos iupTc ) vn2. (4.6)

p I
If v is a colored noise like the 4 noise shown in

Fig.4.2(a) (on a linear-linear scale), then the equivalent

input noise spectrum will look like in Fig.4.2(c). The

"zeroes of the noise density function" appear at the

integral multiples of -^L-.

4.2.2. Circuit Implementation of Correlated

Double Sampling Technique
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The best way to implement a subtractor in a sample/hold

circuit is to use a decoupling capacitor between the circuit

which is dealing with the input sample (the signal and the

noise) and the output amplifier. A circuit realization of

the correlated double sampling technique is shown in

Fig.4.3. Here, Aj and A2 are the preamplifier and the output

amplifier, respectively, vn1 and vn2 are the equivalent

input noise sources associated with stages A. and A2,

respectively, R, and R2 are the feedback resistors in the

preamplifier, Cp is the decoupling capacitor, C12 is the

input capacitance of the output amplifier, and SW1 and SW2

are two switches controlled by two non-overlapping clocks in

switching between positions 1 and 2. Conceptually, during p*j

the noise at the output of the stage A. (with R« and R2

feedback network) and the equivalent input referred noise of

the stage A2 are sampled across Cp, and during p*2 these sam

pled noises are still kept by Cn while the input signal

passes through Cn. Effectively, the sampled noise is sub

tracted out by Cp. The clock waveforms and the correspond

ing switch positions are shown in Fig.4.2(b).
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2«

(a)

I on .

*'_rL-TL
20tJ

*.~L r2 OFF

(b)

V»K)
Vbur

Fig.it.3 (a) Circuit realization of correlated-double sampling (CDS)
system, (b) control clocks of the switches; (c) equivalent
circuit and noise of the circuit (a).
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In the z-domain, if Cp>>ci2, the total noise, vn0UT,

appearing at the output is equal to

vn0UT(*) =<1+Jlf> *2d-*'*>"n\ +a20-a'P>vn2 (4.7)

where a2 is the voltage gain of the output amplifier A2.

The system voltage gain from vTN to vn„m when the circuit is

in the "active" mode (switches in position 2) is w2- a0.
R1 2

Therefore, the equivalent input noise of the circuit is

v'eqlU> = <'+B7><'-s-p>vnl +l?r<'-s-p>vn2. (4.8)

*' vn1 and vn2 are on tne saQe order and if the voltage gain

of the preamplifier (determined by the resistor ratio u2- )
R1

is much larger than 1, then the equivalent input noise den

sity in the frequency domain becomes

eq1 (ui) = 2 ( 1 - cos uipTr ) Vrll2
nl (4.9)

which is identical to Eq.(4.6). The equivalent circuit with

equivalent input noise vfi .' is shown in Fig.4.3(c).

The drawback of this circuit is that the output node of

the amplifier (v0UT) must slew back and forth between the

signal level and the initialized level (the level when both

switches are in position 1) during the clock sequence. This
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operation puts severe constraints on the amplifier's set

tling time that will limit the performance of a switched-

capacitor filter working at a higher clock rate.

4-3. Chopper Stabilization Technique

Another noise reduction technique is to apply chopper

stabilization in the amplifiers of the filter. This tech

nique has been used in the past in the design of precision

DC amplifiers 112]. The basic concept of chopper stabiliza

tion is to force the AC and the DC components of the incom

ing signal to travel in two different paths within the

amplifier. The DC path contains a DC chopper amplifier

which provides the DC bias to the AC amplifier. Fig.4.4

shows this concept. HP and LP represent high-pass and low-

pass circuits, respectively, VQ31 and V0S2 are the
equivalent input offset voltages of the DC (A,) and the AC
(A2) amplifiers, respectively, and A, and A2 are the voltage
gains of the amplifiers. After the DC chopper amplifier,

V0S1 l8 chopped and shifted out of the low frequency range.

After the second low-pass circuit (LP2), VQS1 is filtered
out. This will result in a net offset voltage of A0VnQo at

2 U£}2

the output vQUT. if a, is much larger than 1, the total

equivalent input offset voltage at the input of the amplif

ier vJN is equal to '032 -

*1
- 0. This stabilization will

'IN
t > HP

AC Ampliter

A2
r—\y

r-i +YV°*
LP2 •

vosi ^

PC Chopper 4mplifer

Fig.li.l) Concept of chopper stabilization technique.

6o -

W
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reduce the equivalent input low-frequency noise as well,

provided that the low-frequency noise is colored.

A modified chopper stabilization scheme is used in this

research work. This scheme simplifies the circuit complex

ity by modulating/demodulating the signal and only modulat

ing the noise without separating the amplifier into two

paths. This section will explain this modified chopper sta

bilization technique.

4.3.1. Principle of Chopper Stabilization

The schematic of the chopper stabilized amplifier is

shown in Pig.4*5* The amplifier consists of two stages, the

first stage has voltage gain a}, and the second stage has

voltage gain a2. Inserted at the input and the output of

the first stage are two multipliers which are controlled by

a synchronized chopping square wave of amplitude +1 and -1.

The input referred noise spectrum of the stage a. (v_« ) and

a voiceband input signal spectrum (3j») are also shown in

Pig.4-5(a).

After the first multiplier (at node A) the signal is

modulated and translated to the odd harmonic frequencies of

the chopping square wave, but the noise v .2 is unaffected.

After the second multiplier (at node B) the signal is demo

dulated back to baseband, while the noise is modulated.

OUT

7 ^ 7
^f

NOISE L=_, |A^,
(a)

V,N V-°e_OH?>^>-V0UT

(b)

Fig.it.5 (a) A modified chopper-stabilized amplifier and the
associated noise and signal spectra,

(b) equivalent circuit and noise of the circuit (a).

62 -
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The spectra for the translations of the signal and the noise

at node A and node B are shown in Fig.4.5(a). This chopping

operation results in an equivalent input noise spectrum as

shown in Fig.4*5(b), where the low-frequency noise component
2 i

of v j (typically the 4. noise component in this example)

has been shifted to the odd harmonic frequencies of the

chopping square wave. The noise density at low frequencies

is now equul to the "fold-back" noise from those harmonic i

noise components. Therefore, if the chopper frequency is

much higher than the signal bandwidth, then the i noise

inside the signal band is greatly reduced by the use of this

technique.

Unlike the "zero noise densities" at the integral mul

tiples of —rf- in the correlated double sampling technique,

the noise density at the even harmonic frequencies of the

chopping square wave remains unchanged. The reason for this

is that the noise at these frequencies is not modulated

either by the first or by the second multiplier. Because the

phase change of the noise with these frequencies is exactly

equal to the phase changes of the multipliers, both multi

pliers do not "catch" the phase change of the noise between

the clock sequence and have no modulation effect on the

noise at even harmonic frequencies of the chopping square

wave. This fact can be also verified by using Eq.(A.23).

From this equation, the equivalent input noise density at

frequency 21f (l is the non-zero integers) is equal to
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K,/2 do
SNEQ<21V =TT nai^m-U^ *|21-2m+1|+|21+2m-l|J

K,/2
(4.10)

which is equal to the original y noise density at frequency

21f (SH1(21fp)). This result explains that the net effect

for modulating the noise (or the incoming signal) with fre

quencies equal to the even harmonic frequencies of the chop

ping clock is zero. The summation of all aliasing components

will bring the net result equal to the original value.

4.3.2. MOS Implementation of Chopper Stabilization

Technique

An MOS implementation of the chopper stabilization

technique isxshown in Fig.4.6, where a1 and vn1 (a2 and vn2)

are the voltage gain and the input noise of the first

(second) stage, respectively. The multipliers described

before are realized by two cross-coupled switches which are

controlled by two non-overlapping clocks d , and p*p2. When

(Lj ia on and p* 2 is off, the equivalent input noise is

equal to v . plua vn2 divided by a1. When p"pj is off and p*p2

is on, the equivalent input noise is equal to -vnj plus

vn2/a.. If the voltage gain of the first 'stage (a^) is suf
ficiently high, the noise contribution from the second
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Fig.i).6 MOS implementation of a differential chopper-stabilized
amplifier.
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stage can be neglected and the sign of this equivalent input

noise changes periodically. Effectively, a noise modulation

function in the amplifier shown in Fig.4.5 is achieved.

This noise reduction technique is particularly simple

to implement by the MOS technology in switched-capacitor

filters. A low-noise switched-capacitor filter circuit

design realized by this chopper-stabilized technique has

been made to study the noise limitations discussed in

chapters 2 and 3*
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CHAPTER 5

DIFFERENTIAL FILTER IMPLEMEUTATION

The dynamic range of a circuit is defined as the ratio

of the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the maximum signal

swing with an acceptable distortion due to the circuit to

the minimum detectable signal. For a circuit with finite

bandwidth, the minimum detectable signal is the RMS value of

the total inband noise. Thus, relatively speaking, improve

ments in signal swing with an acceptable distortion will

result in improvement of the dynamic range. By using a fully

differential circuit, the effective output signal swing is

doubled relative to an ordinary single signal path circuit,

provided that both circuits have the same power supplies. It

will be discussed later that if the dominant noise source

comes from the amplifiers used in the circuit, then the

dynamic range is improved. This fact will be explained in

Section 5.1.1.

The conventional circuits used to realize switched-

capacitor filters are of single-ended configuration. This

circuit configuration has poor power supply rejection
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characteristics which limit the application of switched-

capacitor filtering techniques to digital switching systems

where low channel crosstalk is required [13]. Also it limits

the application to high frequency switched-capacitor filter

where the analog signal settling needs to be fast. The con

tamination from either power supplies or clocks will produce

the feedthrough problem such as the "ringing" in the analog

signal path of the circuit. In a switched-capacitor filter,

the non-settled operational amplifier response or the incom

plete charge transfer is a lossy process which limits the

ability of realizing the high-Q filters [14J. Some efforts

have been made to improve the power supply rejection

.[3],[15], and the clock feedthrough problems [16].

Since the power supply variations and the clock charge

injections from the channel of the switches are common-mode

perturbations to a differential circuit, by using a circuit

in which the signal path is fully balanced the poor power

supply rejection and the high clock feedthrough can be

improved. The advantages of using a fully differential cir

cuit in switched-capacitor filters, then, are quite obvious.

This chapter will discuss the fully differential technique

and the realization of a differential switched-capacitor

filter incorporated with the differential chopper-stabilized

operational amplifiers.



5.1. Fully Differential Technique in

Switched-Capacitor Filter
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The original concept of using differential-in single-

ended output operational amplifier in a single signal path

circuit is that the input and the output DC levels of the

operational amplifier can be easily set by biasing the non-

inverting input node to a desired DC level. In order to

achieve the maximum possible voltage swing with fixed power

supplies without distorting the signal, the output DC level

of the amplifier is biased such that both positive and nega

tive swings are equally spaced from the supplies. Therefore,

the effective AC signal swing at the output of the amplifier

is limited by the power supplies V+ and V as shown in

Fig.5.1(a), where Zj and Z2 are two feedback circuits, Vfij

and Vqq are the DC biases to the input and output of the

amplifier, respectively. The peak-to-peak output voltage

swing (Vou,[,j) is equal to V+-V~ in this case.

Another concept to design a circuit is to use a fully

differential scheme to have more effective signal swing for

the same power supplies. Pig.5.1(b) illustrates this. The

input common-mode DC in Fig.5.1(b) is supplied by VfiI. The

output common-mode DC is obtained from the common-mode bias

circuitry inside the amplifier. Both circuits in Pig.5*I

have the same power supplies and the same transfer functions

,V0UT1 V0UT2,

'IN
-j-). Since the signals at v0+ and vQ~ are

IN

Vi

Vn

A

z.

--v*

>r\* (

Si4"*"
«J>

z,

Vfe—

Zi-l
TV*

^
^WTI

Ofa)
v«

HIr -i-v" VoUTZ
Z2J

(b)
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A Vouti*"Vout2

fV'l

Fig.5.1 Comparison of signal swing in
(a) single-ended case, and (b) differential case.
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180° out of phase by the nature of a fully differential net

work, the differential output (v
0UT2

- vrt~) has an

effective peak-to-peak signal swing of 2(V+ - V") which is

twice of that in Fig.5.1(a) case. This explains the improve

ment in signal swing in the differential output case. The

following sections will discuss fully differential circuits

in more detail.

5-1.1- Advantages of Fully Differential Circuits

The advantages of fully differential configuration over

single-ended configuration are: (1) dynamic range improve

ment, (2) power supply rejection improvement, and (3) clock

feedthrough cancellation. They will be discussed in detail

in this section.

Balanced circuitry and differential signal paths are

two characteristics of a fully differential circuit. The

balanced circuitry can decrease the common-mode effects such

as power supply variations and clock feedthrough. The avai

lability of both positive and negative polarity signals in

fully differential Configuration simplifies the filter

design, especially in an elliptic filter configuration

(shown as an example in Fig.5.2). It also furnishes higher

dynamic range with larger effective signal swing. Since a

differential network needs more external bias and feedback

circuits to the amplifier, the dynamic range may be
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Fig.5.2 (a) A third-order elliptic lowpass filter,
(b) signal flow graph of (a).
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reduced due to the noise contribution from those circuits.

However, if the dominant noise source is in the amplifier,

the total equivalent circuit noise will remain constant in

both single-ended and differential cases.This will be shown

as follows.

Fig.5.3 shows the comparison of the noise between

single-ended and differential RC integrators. The semicon

ductor chip area of capacitors in switched-capacitor filter

is usually the dominant factor in the chip design. During

the comparison, the total amount of integrating capacitance

in each case is kept the same. Since the major noise contri

bution in the operational amplifier comes from the differen

tial input stage in both cases. It is reasonable to assume

the equivalent amplifier noise densities to be identical.

The transfer functions for the signal from the input to the

output of the integrator are identical. For the operational

amplifier noise, the transfer functions from the noise

source to the output of the integrator are also identical.

The total noise densities at the outputs of the amplifiers

are

'nol _ 4kTR

^ =urW+ " +ufW "Zff
)vnop

(5.1)

and

no2 _ l6kTR
+ (1

^ =ufW+ U 'urW' "W
)Vn.°P (5.2)

V|N
o-

+ o

R
•AA^~

vnop

(a)

(b)

VoUT
-O

Fig.5.3 Comparison of the noise in (a) single-ended,'and
(b) differential RC integrator.
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in the Bingle-ended and differential cases, respectively.

If the operational amplifier noise is dominant, Eq.(5>1) and

Eq.(5*2) have the same magnitude. But if the thermal noise

in the resistors is dominant, the noise power of differen

tial integrator is four times larger. Fortunately, the

dynamic range of commercially available voiceband switched-

capacitor filters are presently limited primarily by the

operational amplifier noise. Hence, the fully differential

configuration provides an effective method to improve the

dynamic range.

The second advantage is in improving power supply

rejection. Whether the amplifier ia differential-out or

single-ended, the input stage is usually a differential

pair. As long as the voltage gain of this stage is suffi

ciently high, the contributions of power supply variation,

noise and offset from the gain and the output stages can be

neglected. Fig.5.4 shows a simple differential pair stage

with positive (Vpp) and negative (Vgg) power supplies and

their variations vdd and vaa, respectively, and the MOS

transistors Mj and M2 with small-signal transconductance gQj

and gm2 and output impedance r . and r_2, respectively. Iq

is the bias current with a shunt resistance of value HQ. R,,

and R^2 are the loads of Mj and M2, respectively. The

response appearing at the outputs vQ. and vQ2 resulting from

the power supply variations vdd and vQa are

vo1

?dd v =0
S3

SiH^ml ro1 (5.3)
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Fig.5.Jj (a) Power supply variation in a differential-pair stagej
(b) small-signal model of (a).



"vTHvuq=0 =adRgm2ro2
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vo1.

vss|vdd=0 =asR^1rol

vo2
voJv,.=0 = asRera2ro2 •

83 I dd

where

and

RL1 + RL2
dR " RL1RL2

fitn1ro1RL2 + 8m2ro2RL1 + R„

RL1RL2
> _ RC
'sR RL1RL2

fim1ro1RL2 + «m2ro2RL1 + R„
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(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

If the differential pair and the loads are matched, then

gm's, r0's and Rj/s are identical, and

'ol 'o2

Vdd V8S=° " Vdd VSS=°

(5.9)

1+?vK
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'o1 ro2

vss|vdda0 " vsslvdd=0

(5.10)

Eq.(5.9) and Eq.(5.10) represent the effect of the VDn and

Vgg supply variations to the outputs of this stage. They are

single-output responses. The differential output

(Av0 = vQj - vo2) is zero provided that the circuit is per

fectly matched. In real case, mismatches occur and the dif

ferential output has responses of

Av0Avo|
v^UgsO =adR(«ra1ro1 ~ Sin2ro2)

v„„ v,.=0 = asR^Sm1ro1 ~ 8m2ro2^
881 dd

The mismatches of gffi, rQ and RL are defined as

gm1 = 6m + 2 ' em2 = «m " ~2~

ArQ Arn
ro1 = ro + ro2 • ro - ~2~

A*LM
RL1 = RL + ~2~ ' RL2 = RL ~ ~2

(5.11)

(5-12)

(5.13)

where g^ , rQ and RL are the average values. Eq.(5-11) and



Eq.(5>12) can be simplified to

Av,

'dd|V88S°

and

Av,

'dd"

gm ro

1,„ **•

Asm Arf

s m

1
2RP

emro *L
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(5.14)

(5.15)

respectively. In usual case 2gmr0Rc >> RL , therefore

Eq.(5*14) and Eq.(5.15) are approximately equal to

and

A^
'ddi

ol
VjjlV.

Av,

=0

=0'dd

Agm Ar,

Afim Arrt RT/*~~m _0\ ii

gm ro ^KC

(5.16)

(5.17)

respectively. The improvement in power supply rejection is

clear when comparing Eq.(5.14) and Eq.(5.15) with Eq.(5«9)

and Eq.(5.10). The rejection improves by a factor of

1

Sim-5^
(5.18)
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In both cases, which is strongly dependent on the mismatch

of the two input transistors. If the g and r mismatches

are 5% each, then the improvement from single output to dif

ferential output is ten times (20dB). This calculation is

based upon the variations appearing at the outputs. If the

supply variations shown at the outputs are referred back to

the input of the amplifier, the single-ended case (Eq.(5.9)

or Eq.(5«10)) should be divided by the voltage gain of

2gm(R]J|r0) while the differential case (Eq.(5-14) or

Eq.(5.15)) ia divided by ga(RL||r0). This is another 6dB

improvement.

Another supply variation mechanism occurs from the cou

pling of power supply through the substrate to the bottom-

plate of the capacitors in the filter. This coupling can be

modeled as an equivalent supply variation at the input of

the switched-capacitor integrator as shown in Fig.5-5, where

a 4 and a s are the capacitive coupling coefficients from

vdd and vQQ to node v , respectively; CpSUB is the substrate

parasitic capacitance at the inverting node of the opera

tional amplifier. The direct path from v through C gUQ and

Cj to output Vq contributes the supply variations of

'pSUB
,j *cpd vdd and —Jg— aCns vas' Provided that the opera

tional amplifier has sufficient voltage gain. This kind of

supply variation coupling is decreased in the differential

case which is shown in Pig.5.6. This is a fully differential

bottom-plate ewitched-capacitor integrator with two sampling
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capacitors (Cg( and Cg2) and two integrating cupacitors (Cjj

and Cj2). vti+ and v,.- are one differential input. Vj2+ and

Vjp- are another differential input. The differential output

supply variation (AvoSUB) exists only when there are

mismatches in a d's, a s's and Cj's. If the mismatches

are defined as follows

A*cpd
+ —*r- »

Aa
a A. = acpdl ~ *cpd T 2 * "cpd2 = acpd " 2aA„HO = a.

cpd

^cps ^cps
cpsl = acps + 2 * cps2 = acps " 2~ '

Cr,«IIRI = C„QIIt, +
AC

pSUBI - upSUB T 2
pSUB

» "««snno = C
1$pSUB

pSUB2 ~ upSUB ~ 2 '

Acx
CT1 = CT + —sy- , CTO - CT -

AcT
'ii ~ ui 12 - °I

then the differential output supply variation is

AvoSUB
'pSUBJUB f^cpd
I cPdVdd[acpd

+Acp3UB _Acx
CpSUB "^T

A ^pSUBSUB Y
—a v I-j cps ssl

'Aa

acps T
AcpSpSUB AM

pSUB

(5.19)

(5.20)

If the mismatches in a d'a, a 's, CpSUB'8 and Cj's are 5#

each, then the worst-case improvement in differential output

case is 6.7 times (l6dB). Since this mechanism results from

the coupling outside the operational amplifier, and the
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transfer functions for both single-ended and fully-

differential integrators from the input to the output are

Identical, therefore the improvement of the supply rejection

in the fully-differential case due to this mechanism is the

quantities inside the brackets.

The improvement in canceling the clock feedthrough of

differential switched-capacitor integrators over single-

ended switched-capacitor integrators can be seen from

Fig.5.5 and Fig.5.6, where C '8 are the parasitic capaci

tances from the gates to the drains of the switches. If

AcD8
mismatches of C , and Cpa2 are defined as C j = C + —£—

Acps
and C p = C_a - —j—» then the improvement of clock

feedthrough resulted from clock ^g through CnH's is

1

ACpa AC!

Cpa "T
;ial circuits in a switched-capacitor filter.

ps

This is the third advantage of using differen-

5.1.2. Considerations in Differential MOS Circuits

The advantage of fully differential circuitry is the

balanced differential signal path. However, due to the pro

cess variations and the mismatches, some common-mode signals

will appear in differential signal path and produce some

undesired effects in the circuit. This section will discuss
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some of these effects.

The common-mode DC output of the fully differential

operational amplifier is set by an internal common-mode

feedback circuit. (This will be discussed in the next sec

tion.) The common-mode DC input to the amplifier in the cir-

vx + vY
cult of Fig.5.6 ( jj ) is set by the bias voltage Vfl and

the common-mode DC levels of the differential signals Vj. +,

vj," and vI2+, vI2~ (i.e. Vj,+, Vly~ and Vj2+, VI2"). If

the differential voltage gain of the operational amplifier

is large enough, the differential charge sampled by Cg. and

Cg2 will be transferred to the integrating capacitors. The

remaining charge held by the input capacitors of the opera

tional amplifier forms the common-mode DC input to the

amplifier. This DC voltage is

2 ~ yB
CS1VI2 * CS2VI2*

CS1 + CS2

C31VI1
"^Sl + CS2

+ CS2VH'
(5.21)

where Vfl is a constant bias voltage. Notice that this

common-mode DC input can be set at a negative value by the

bias voltage Vfi through the sampling capacitors that work

like a DC level shifter. By choosing suitable VB, the level

shift function in the single-channel MOS operational amplif

ier can be eliminated and the frequency response of the
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amplifier is improved.

If Vjj'1' and Vjj-, and vI2+ and vI2" are not exactly

180 out of phase (i.e. Vj^'s or vI2's have their common-

mode components), and if Cg's have mismatch (defined as
Acs Ac.c

= Co + -5= and Cc'SI 'S2 = CQ - ), then the common-mode of

v^ and Vy has an AC component which in z-domain is equal to

vx(z)+vy(z,.^ 12 11
r+v

il ,-1

ACAusf •>

+7CTL(vi2+-Vi2")-(vi1+-vir>z",J • (5-22)

The quantity inside the first pair of brackets is the

difference of two differential signals' common-mode com

ponents. This quantity will not affect the differential sig

nal path. The quantity inside the second pair of brackets is

the difference of two differential signals' differential-

mode components. This is exactly the differential signal

that the differential integrator is operating on. Therefore,

the common-mode bias path in a fully differential switched-

capacitor filter is contaminated by the injection of a dif

ferential signal due to the mismatch in the sampling capaci

tors. This contamination is linearly proportional to the

difference of two differential signals, that will cause the

overall gain and phase errors in the integrator's transfer

function. These errors are similar to the errors due to the
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finite operational amplifier open-loop DC voltage gain (a )

in a single-ended switched-capacitor integrator as shown in

-v

Fig.5-5, where vQV ia a function of v^ (v„„ = -r-2), and so
da o da a^

o

is a function of the difference of v,j and vi2. The exact

z-transform transfer function in this integrator is

Vz> -

-1^(vil(z)z- -vi2(a))

tl tJL(, +{JS)] -(, +J_)z-»
(5.23)

The z-transform transfer function for an ideal bottom-plate

switched-capacitor integrator ia

oideal
(z) =

^i^lf' -v12(.))
1 - z

-1
(5.24)

The difference between Eq.(5-23) and £q.(5*24) is the devia

tions of the coefficients in the denominator. By transfer

ee
ring to the frequency domain (z = e , T„ is the clock

period), these deviations will appear as gain and phase

errors Li 7],Li8]. For a low open-loop voltage gain opera

tional amplifier implemented in the switched-capacitor

filter, the Q-value decreases from the nominal designed

value and so limits the applications in high-Q and Q-

sensitive filters.
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A similar result occurs in the differential case. For

the open-loop DC voltage gain of aQ in the operational

amplifier, the z-transform transfer function is

vo1<a>-vo2<z)=
(,+am>C7'-(vI1+-vir)iS",-(vI2+-vI2

ll+Vl4SI)Ml+aL)zo

where am is a mismatch coefficient of value

AP« fAPj Acsl
It "tj •

)]

(5.25)

(5.26)

This is a second-order effect which comes from the contami

nation of common-mode path by the mismatch of Cg«s and Cj's.

For a capacitor mismatch of 5$ am is 0.125# of unity, and

for 1$ mismatch am is 0.005$ of unity. By careful layout the

gain error due to a can be ignored, and the net transfer

function is the same as the £q.(5>23) in single-ended case.

Since the improvements of power supply rejections and

clock feedthrough cancellations in the differential case is

mainly dependent on the chip layout, the symmetry and the

interconnection problems might result in a larger chip area.

Another problem for a fully differential circuit is that the

"real world" is not fully differential and neither are most
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of the circuits in other systems fully differential. There

fore a conversion for single-in to differential and

differential-out to singled-ended is necessary. This

conversion should not degrade the performance of the fully

differential circuit.

The considerations discussed above should be made in

differential MOS circuit design in order to achieve the best

performance.

5.2. Realization of Differential Chopper-Stabilized

Operational Amplifier in MOS Technology

A modified chopper-stabilized amplifier scheme is shown

in chapter 4 (Fig.4*6). A key design problem in the imple

mentation of differential MOS operational amplifier of this

type ia the realization of fully differential signal path

with a well-defined common-mode voltage. In principle

chopper stabilization could be implemented without simul

taneously using a differential configuration. But incor

porating these two techniques together a high performance

switched-capacitor filtering technique is obtained; the bal

anced cross-coupled analog switches as phase reverser, the

doubled signal swing, and all the advantages discussed on

the last section are clearly shown.
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The schematic diagram of a differential chopper-

stabilized operational amplifier is shown in Fig.5.7. The

gate dimensions of the transistors are given in Fig.5.7.1.

Transistors Mc, to HG^ and Mc$ to Mcg form two cross-coupled

choppers which are controlled by two non-overlapping clocks

*Sp and rfp. Transistors Mt to M5, M6 to M,0 and Mn to M15
are the input, gain and output stages, respectively. The

operating points of the Input stage are biased by the

common-mode feedback loop through the gain stage (Mc to M8).

In order to get the maximum signal swing in both voltage

directions, the common-mode output DC of the operational

amplifier should be biased at the midpoint between two power

supplies. In Fig.5.7, Vnn and Vsg have the same magnitude,

therefore the common-mode output DC should be biased at the

ground level. This DC level and the operating points of the

gain stage are set from the common-mode feedback circuit

consisting of transistors Mjg to M24,which is biased by a

grounded half-circuit replica reference string of transis

tors Mgc, to M2q. In order to ensure a well-defined common-

mode output DC voltage for large differential output swings,

the common-mode level shifter (M.? to M24) uses the deple

tion transistors. By using these depletion devices,the sum

ming node (the sources of M2j and H2.) voltage in the

common-mode level shift circuit will not change when the

gates of Mj» and MjQ have a large differential voltage

applied. The common-mode DC voltage at the input of the

operational amplifier is obtained by the bias voltage
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Vg shown in Fig.5.6.

Pole splitting compensation in the gain stage and a

feedforward path to the output stage (M^ and Mj2 ) are used

to improve the stability of the operational amplifier for

driving a large capacitive load. The triode-region transis

tor in series with a lpF capacitor in the compensation feed

back circuit performs like an RC network which generates a

"feedback zero" to move the right-half-plane zero resulting

from the low transconductance in the MOS drivers (M» and Mo)

to the left-half-plane [l9). The function of a feedforward

path is illustrated in Fig.5.8, where -Aj(m) is the regular

capacitance compensated inverter, -Ap(m) is the feedforward

path. The transfer functions are

-T^b) - -A,(s)

-A
to

1 + -#-
(5.27)

and

•^(b) =-A2(s)

-A
2o

1 +

(5.28)

?2

93 -

ph(M

Fig.5.8 Principle of a feedforward circuit.
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where p^ and p2 are the poles of Aj(s) and A2(s), respec

tively. The net transfer function is

^(s) =-(A.(s) +Ap(s))

(A,rt + A3J + (
l1o l2o

k1o 2oJ
)a

(1 *^)(f^>
(5.29)

The feedforward path extends the unity-gain bandwidth of the

inverter from a low capacitive compensated one ( ui.Q. ) to a

much higher u\jl,2. The effective bandwidth Increases without

reducing the phase margin.

5.3. Differential Chopper-Stabilized

Switched-Capacitor Filter

The schematic diagram of a bottom-plate fifth-order

differential low-pass ladder filter is shown in Fig.5.9.

This filter configuration is used to implement a differen

tial Chebyshev low-pass filter with cutoff frequency at 3400

Uz. The original passive filter network and the signal flow

diagram are shown in Fig.2.4. The circuit shown in Fig.5*9

is fully differential-ln and differential-out. Five

chopper-stabilized operational amplifiers as shown in

Fig.5.7 with chopper clock ( (J and 6 ) of frequency

95

> •e.-l-e?'

—i s
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128k'Hz, and filter clock ( jJg and <JQ, two non-overlapping

clocks) of frequency 256 KHz. From the discussion in chapter

4i the I noise is translated by the chopper to the odd har

monic frequencies of the chopper clock. All the i noise com

ponents will appear, in the frequency domain, equally spaced

between two adjacent integer multiples of the filter clock

frequency. This is exactly the Nyquist rate of the filter

clock. As a result, no aliasing effect of the translated i

noise back into the baseband occurs and no interference

between the odd harmonic frequencies of the chopper clock

and the harmonic frequencies of the filter clock occurs. The

chopping and the switching of the filter do not contaminate

each other. This choice of chopping frequency is optimum in

terms of a maximum reduction in baseband 4. noise.

CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OP A PROTOTYPE

LOWPASS FILTER
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An experimental prototype chopper-stabilized fully dif

ferential fifth-order Chebyshev switched-capacitor lowpass

filter was designed and fabricated. The purpose of this

experiment is to investigate the effectiveness of the

chopper stabilization scheme in reducing the low-frequency

noise, and the use of differential filter configuration in

improving the power supply and the clock feedthrough rejec

tion. In this chapter the important factors in the chip

design and some considerations in measurements will be dis-

cused, and then the experimental results for the on-chip

test operational amplifier and the filter will be presented.

6.1. Chip Design and Measurement Considerations

An n-channel metal-gate MOS process with depletion load

was used for chip fabrication. The process flow and the
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layout rules are given in Appendices IV and V, respec

tively. The minimum transistor gate length was 20um in the

operational amplifiers and 15um in the switches. One of the

objectives of this experimental filter was to explore the

maximum achievable dynamic range. In order to minimize the

Ar- noise, which is the fundamental noise source, a rela

tively large integrating capacitance was used for maximum

driving capability of the operational amplifier. This

integrating capacitance is about lOOpF per stage (there are

two integrating capacitors in one fully differential

integrator stage). By using this capacitor size, the sam

pling capacitor was scaled down to about 4pF in the stages

Ct
with low integrating to sampling capacitor ratio (tt-) and

u3

about 2pF in the stage with high capacitor ratio. Fig.6.1

shows the capacitor ratios and the sampling capacitor value

for each integrator. Notice that the capacitor ratio in

i i Cxstage ^r- and ^- is 13.74268, but in the chip layout £- was
1 5 3

chosen as 12.74268. The reason is explained as follows. Two

terminated bottom-plate switched-capacitor integrators in

the filter configuration of Fig.5.9 are redrawn in Fig.6.2,

where I2 and I4 represent the two internal voltage nodes in

the filter structure as shown in Fig.2.4. The z-transform

transfer function for Fig.6.2(a) is

V«) =c 'SI

31 + CI1

VIN(z)z_1-I2(z) -V^zjz"1
1 - z

-1
1 - z

-1
(6.1)

Filter Clock Frequency : 256lQiz

Chopper Frequency : 128KH2
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Stage

(Ref. to Fig.2.Mb))

Capacitor Ratio Sampling Capacitor Size

<°<ra > <cs >

flC,

8L2
1

sL,

_1_
aC

13.7*»268

16.it3169

23.66752

16.it3169

13.7'<268

3.9i>F

3.0pF

2.1pF

3.0pF

3.9pF

Fig.6.1 Capacitor ratio and value of the filter.
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VW 1

(a)

(b)

Fig.6.2 (a) Input and (b) output terminated stages in the filter
of Fig.5-9.
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where Cg^ = Cg|2 = Cgi. The first term inside the brackets

is the regular bottom-plate switched-capacitor integrator

expression in z-domain. The second term is the one-clock

cycle delay negative feedback from the output through Cgj j

to the output itself. When ^ is high, Cg.. serves as a part

of the integrating capacitor; therefore, the net integrating

capacitance is Cg.. + Cj. instead of just C,.. This mechan

ism gives an effective capacitor ratio of
'SI

+ C

'31

"il

II
, even

though the physical capacitance ratio remains -p—. In the
°S1

output stage the z-transform transfer function is

V0UT(z) « ___S5__
G35 + CI5

-1I4U)a
-1

1 - z

-1-V0UT(z)z
-1

1 - z

The same effect results in an effective ratio of

If Eqa.(6.l) and (6.2) are rewritten as

and

V.(Z) =yp-
1 °I1

VIN(z)z_,-I2(z) ~Vt(z)
-1

1 - z
-1

1 - z

V0UT(b) "T^
I^OOz"' -VQUT(z)
1 - z

-1 1 - z
-1

(6.2)

C35 * CI5
CS5 '

(6.3)

(6.4)

Cj| Cjc
the capacitor ratio is •*— and tj^. The equivalent

SI 35
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termination in Eq.(6.1) (or Eq.(6.2)) is implemented with

one clock cycle delay from the output of the integrator,

while there is no delay in Eq.(6.3) (or Eq . (6. -1 )). For the

complex-conjugate termination [20], the second term inside

the brackets of Eq.(6.1) and (6.-1) (or Eqs.(6.2) and (6.3))

CIform a complex-conjugate pair. Thus the physical 75— ratios
c-s

in the input stage and the output stage should be 12.74268

and 13.74268, or vice versa. Since the ratio of the filter

clock frequency to the filter cutoff frequency is more than

75, the complex-conjugate termination is not necessary.

II CjR
Hence in this experimental prototype -*— and •*— ratio of

US1 °S5

12.74268 is chosen in order to obtain a larger sampling

capacitor Cg1 and Cge to minimize the ^j- noise.-

The die photomicrograph of this experimental chip is

shown in Fig.6.3- This chip contains a fifth-order dif

ferential Chebyshev lowpass filter, a test operational

amplifier and six test transistors. An HP3580A spectrum

analyzer was used to measure both the frequency response of

the on-chip operational amplifier and the filter as well as

all the noise responses. The single-in to differential-in

and the differential-out to single-ended conversion circuits

a3 shown in Fig.6.4 were implemented by using LF356 (a low-

noise JFET input operational amplifier) and metal-film

resistors (having only pure thermal noise at low frequen

cies). By using these two kinds of external circuit parts,

the noise introduced outside the test chip can be predicted

- 103 -



V , +I5V

(Q)

iKa

•—WH-p-

flKft

(b)

-I5V

- iou -

Vbursin$.

Flg.6.'i The test circuits for (a) a single-in to differential-in
converter, and (b) a differential-out to single-ended
converter.
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and then be subtracted afterwards. The nominal power sup

plies (VpD and Vgg) to the on-chip operational amplifier and

the filter are + and - 7.5V. In order to obtain a low-

distortion external test circuit with large on-chip dif

ferential signal swing, the LF356's were biased with + and -

15V supplies.

In order to ensure that the two filter clocks (jL and

6Q in Fig.5.9) are non-overlapping, the filter clocks were

chosen to have 30£ duty cycle In all the measurements. Dur

ing the noise measurements, all the DC power supplies to the

external test circuit and the test operational amplifier or

the filter were replaced by batteries except the power sup

ply to the pulse generator which generated the filter master

clock. The noise contribution from the external test cir

cuits (LF356's and IK metal-film resistors) were much

smaller than the noise from the test operational amplifier

and the filter. The measurements were taken at temperature

of 25°.

6.2. NNOS Differential Chopper-Stabilized

Operational Amplifier

The experimental results for the on-chip test opera

tional amplifier are shown in Fig.6.5. The voltage transfer

function measurement was taken by feeding an AC coupled
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(I)

r°
— 20

—40

—60

—80

—100

(dBV)

KHz!

a) FOR CHOPPER FREQ (fP) l28KHz

(2), (3) j

8000-

800-

80-

8 -

uV

0 10
Ml1

20 30
I • I

40 50

r°
— 20

—40

—60

—80

— 100

(dBV)

[KHz

b) FOR CHOPPER FREQ(fP) l6KHz
Fig.6.5 Operational amplifier output noise responses with and

without chopper stabilization for chopper frequency at
(a) 128Kilz, and (b) l6Kllz.
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differential sinusoidal signal (which was internally gen

erated by the HP3580A) and passing it through the circuit

shown in Fig.6.5*(l). The differential input signal level

was -60dBV. The test operational amplifier differential out

put frequency responses are shown in the curves labeled (l)

of both Figs.6.5(a) and 6.5(b). The low-frequency open-loop

voltage gain is about 57dB. The gain-bandwidth product is

about 15MHz and the power dissipation is about 4mW.

Curve (3) of Fig.6.5(a) is the operational amplifier

output noise response with the chopper frequency ut its nom

inal value of 128KIIz. Curve (2) of Fig.6.5(a) is the output

noise response without chopper (i.e. the chopper is kept in

one of the two possible states, either f> is kept on and £

is kept off, or vice versa). In order to demonstrate further

the translation of the -* noise the operational amplifier

output noise was measured with the chopper frequency at one

eighth of its nominal value, or 16KHz, with the results

shown in the curve (3) of Fig.6.5(b). This was done because

the frequency response of the HP3580A extends only to 50Kllz.

Curve (2) of Fig.6.5(b) has the same response as curve (2)

of Fig.6.5(a) except with a 32KHz filter clock feedthrough.

The input referred noise, which is obtained by dividing

the operational amplifier output noise by the voltage gain

transfer function, is plotted in Fig.6.6. The dashed curve

of Fig.6.6 is the input referred noise response without

chopper stabilization. The bottom solid curve is the input
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Fig.6.6 Experimental input referred noise of the operational amplifier.
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referred noise response with the chopper frequency at

128KHz. In this case the noise at 1KHz is primarily due to

the first fold-back 128KHz harmonic j noise and the thermal

noise of the operational amplifier. The total ia about 40dB

(100 times in noise power) less than that without chopper

stabilization. The upper solid curve is the input referred

noise response with the chopper frequency at l6KUz. The

noise at IKHz ia about 12dB (16 times in noise power) less

than that without chopper stabilization. The i noise peak

has been shifted to the odd harmonic frequencies of the

chopper clock which are 16KHz and 48KHz in Fig.6.6. The

noise at even harmonic frequencies, which is 32KHz in

Fig.6.6, remains the same. This measurement confirms the

analyses shown in Appendix III and section 4.3. (Eqs.(A.23)'

and (4.10)).

6.3. Fifth-order Chebyshev Lowpass Filter

The experimental results for the prototype fifth-order

fully differential switched-capacitor Chebyshev lowpass

filter were taken with the same single-in to differential-in

and differential-out to single-ended conversion circuits

which were used in measuring the performance of the on-chip

test operational amplifier, except the differential input

was DC coupled to the filter (i.e. the common-mode DC to the

input of the filter was at ground level). The filter output
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frequency response and the filter output noise response with

and without chopper-stabilization were measured at filter

clock frequencies of 64Kllz, 128KHz, 256KHz, 512KHz and

1.06MHz. They will be shown and discussed in sections 6.3.1•

and 6.3.2.. The dynamic range of the filter will be calcu

lated in section 6.3.2.. The power supply rejection ratios

(PSRR's) for VDD, VS3 and VfiB of this differential filter

will be presented in section 6.3.3..

6.3.1. Frequency Response

The observed filter differential output frequency

response for the nominal filter clock frequency (256KHz) is

shown in Fig.6.7 [27], where curve (a) is the overall

response for frequency from DC to 50KHz, and curve (b) is

the detailed passband response for frequency from DC to

5KHz. Curve (b) shows the passband response in a fine vert

ical scale of IdB per division. The inband ripple is about

+ 0.1dB. The cutoff frequency which is defined as the fre

quency at which the response leaves the + 0.1dB window, is

about 3400Hz.

The filter frequency response for different clock fre

quencies are shown in Figs.6.8(a) to.(f). The curves labeled

(1) in these figures are the measurements with 10dB per

vertical division. The curves labeled (4) and (5) are

(a) (b)

♦I (dB)

I""1-1 (kHz)
40 50

(kHz)

Fig.6.7 Experimental filter frequency response with filter clock
frequency (f„) of 256KHz: (a) overall response, and
(b) detailed passband response.
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the detailed inband responses without and with chopper sta

bilization, respectively. The curves labeled (5) in

Pig.6.8(a) and (b) are actually the same as the curves (4)

in these two figures. As the filter clock frequency

increased, the filter suffers from settling tine limitations

and shows a band-edge shift and larger inband ripple. The

curves labeled (5) of Pig.6.8(e) and (f) are the responses

with chopper in operating. At higher chopper frequency the

chopper becomes mixed between two chopper states, therefore,

the differential signal paths are no longer isolated from

each other. Some of the differential signal charge has been

lost through the choppers and causes the droop in gain as

compared with those responses without the chopper operating,

llotice that at filter clock frequency of 1.06HHz and 30#

duty-cycle, the available time for settling in one charge

transfer is .less than 300nsec.

6.3.2. Noise Performance and Dynamic Range

The filter output noise responses for different clock

frequencies are also shown in Pigs.6.8(a) to (f). The curves

labeled (2) (or the dotted curves) and the curves labeled

(3) (or the dashed curves) are the noise responses without

and with chopper stabilization, respectively. Curves (2) and

(3) in Pig.6.8(a) are the overall -responses of curves (2)

and (3) of Pig.6.8(b), respectively. The noise energy at low

- 117 -

frequencies has been shifted to the odd harmonic frequencies

of the chopper clock (shown in Pig.6.8(a) is the peak

occurred at 32KHz). All these noise measurements were taken

with bandwidth of lOOUz in the Spectrum Analyzer. 60Hz

pick-up was shown as the "humps" at the frequency below 300

to 400Hz in the curves labeled (3) of Figs.6.8(b) to (e). In

order to see the 60Hz pick-up in detail, a 10Hz bandwidth

noise measurement of curve (3) of Pig.6.8(d) [26] for fre

quency from DC to IKHz was taken and shown in Fig.6.9.

The experimental filter when operating at its nominal

filter clock frequency of 256KHz had a maximum differential

output signal swing of 5Vrms at IKHz and l£ total harmonic

distortion (THD). The filter output noise with C-message

weighted was 40uVrms. (The C-message weighting function is

shown in Fig.6.10.) This gives a dynamic range of 102dB.

6.3.3. Power Supply Rejections

The power supply rejection ratios were measured by feeding a

OdBV sinusoidal signal generated from the Spectrum Analyzer

into the VDD (or Vsa, or VfiB (body bias)) supply, and

observing the response at the output of the filter. The fre

quency response appearing at the filter output with and

without ohopper stabilization are shown as the dashed and

the dotted curves in Fig.6.11, respectively. Since the per

turbation to the power supplies is IVrms, which is a
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large signal level, the responses shown in Pigs.6.11(a) to

(c) are the large signal power supply rejection ratios. The

peaks (the frequency in which the minimum supply rejection

occurs) of the dotted curves appear at the band-edge of the

filter frequency response. This phenomenon will be explained

in section 6.4.3.• Por frequency range up to 20KHz, the

minimum power supply rejection ratio is 50db for both V^

and Voo supplies when the chopper is in operating.

6.4. Discussions

The experimental results for the prototype switched-

capacitor lowpass filter have been presented in this

chapter. At this point some discussions are necessary to

clarify the correspondence between the theoretical calcula

tion and the measured data for the filter noise and fre

quency responses, the mismatch problem in the chip and the

distortion due to the filter structure. Prom the experience

gained in this filter design, some better circuits will be

proposed.

6.4-1 • Contributions of lloise sources in the Pilter
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Fig.6.11 Filter power supply rejection ratios (PSHR's)
with (dashed curves) and without (curver (2))
chopper stabilization for (a) V and (b) V. ,.
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This section will only discuss the performance with

nominal chopper frequency (128KHz) whenever the chopper sta

bilization is mentioned.

By using the filter noise calculation method discussed

in section 2.2.2. and the measured on-chip test operational

amplifier noise responses, with and without chopper stabili

zation, a theoretical noise performance of the filter confi

guration shown in Pig.5.9 ia calculated and plotted in

Pig.6.12. The contribution of three noise sources, the •*.

noise and the thermal noise of the operational amplifier and

kTthe --- noise, are individually calculated under the follow

ing assumptions. The equivalent input i noise of the opera

tional amplifier is the dashed curve in Pig.6.6 which is

about 400nV/ JHz at IKHz. The theoretical j noise calcula

tion with chopper stabilization is based on this measurement

and Eq.(A.23). The first fold-back i noise at IKHz for

chopper frequency Of 120KHz is about 23nV/ JTIz. Therefore

the noise density of 40nV/ -/Hz at IKHz in the bottom curve

of Pig.6.6 can be used as the equivalent input thermal noise

of the operational amplifier.

Pig.6.12 shows each of the three noise components with

and without chopper stabilization. Since the operational

amplifier thermal noise and the £r- noise are the wideband

noise, they are not affected by modulation schemes like

chopper stabilization. Eq.(A.25) explains this fact. With

chopper stabilization in operation, for frequency range from
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trip
DC to 5000Hz, the total -^ noise density is about 10dB

higher than the total chopped 4 noise density, and the total

operational amplifier thermal noise density is another 10dB

higher. Without chopper stabilization, the "^ noise corner
frequency" of this filter is about 3000Hz which falls near

the band-edge; therefore, the total noise without chopper

stabilization is mainly dominated by the unchopped i noise .

The total noise with chopper stabilization primarily follows

the total operational amplifier thermal noise curve. With

chopper stabilization in operation, at IKHz the operational

amplifier noise is reduced by 40dB, while the filter output

noise decreases only by 10dB. The reason Is that a 40dB

noiae reduction in the operational amplifier is the reduc

tion In the "noise density" of a single operational amplif

ier. For a sample and hold process like the switched-

capacitor filter, the aliasing effect of the wideband noise

kT
(the operational amplifier thermal noise and the Ar- noise)

must be considered. In this prototype filter the aliased

operational amplifier thermal noise becomes the dominant

noise mechanism when the chopper is operating. The result

is 10dB improvement.

Pig.6.13 shows the theoretical and measured filter out

put noiBe response for with and without chopper stabiliza

tion. Comparing these results, a very good matching occurs

in the case with the chopper operating. There is about 2dB

difference in the case without chopper stabilization. The i

noise density in the calculations is obtained from the
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Pig.6.13 Comparison for theoretically calculated and
experimentally observed total filter output
noise response with and without chopper stabilization.
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measurement of the on-chip test operational amplifier and is

assumed constant through the five operational amplifiers in

the filter, although this may not be true in a fabricating

process having large variations. A 2dB (or 2550 variation

among the operational amplifiers is reasonable.

6.4.2. Mismatch Effect in Filter Frequency Response

An inband ripple of 0.1dB and an operational amplifier

differential open-loop voltage gain of 2000 were assumed in

the design of this Chebyshev lowpass filter. The process

variation brought down the operational amplifier voltage

gain and the unity-gain frequency, and increased the inband

ripple as well l2lj. The operational amplifier chip layout

was not mirrored to insure balanced matching. However, this

is a good opportunity to study the mismatch problem in the

fully differential circuit. One effect of this problem is

the different filter frequency responses at the two dif

ferential outputs. Figs.6.14(a) and (b) show the frequency

responses at the outputs Vq+ and Vq", respectively. The

curves labeled (2) are the detailed passband response of the

curves labeled (1). A transmission-zero-like drop occurs at

a frequency of 20KHz at one side (Fig.6.14(a)) but not at

the other side (Fig.6.14(b)). This drop was merged in the

filter differential output frequency response (Fig.6.7)«
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Fig.6.lh Overall and detailed filter passband frequency response
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6.4.3- Distortion in the Filter

The filter is a symmetrical ladder structure (u Che

byshev lowpass filter). Its passive filter configuration

shown in Pig.2.4(a) has C. equal to (V and Lp equal to L..

Therefore the transfer functions between voltage nodes and

I4(a) V0UT(s)
currents obey some identities, for example y—-.—r = —*—7—r—

IN' ' 2^B'
V*(a) V0UT(s)

and tj t—r- = —rr—7—r—• The transfer functions (shown in
IN ''*\si

Fig.2.5) for the noise from the internal nodes to the output

can be used as the transfer functions for the signal from

the input to the "mirrored" internal nodes such as

'OUT „ *4 „ _ V3 ,,
,, -T777' Hn2 =VJ^' "„3 aV^» Hn4 and II

r»5
'III '"• 'III "'' 'IN ""• 'IN "" IN

H _ to He show the peakings around the band-edge. H . has

almost a 6dB peak (twice in amplitude) at the band-edge.

These internal node peakings cause larger signal swings than

that appearing at the output. With fixed power supplies in

the active filter shown in Pig.2.4(b), the peaking signal is

clamped and the distortion increases. Furthermore, the phase

responses of the internal nodes show phase diversification

as the frequency increases to band-edge. Pig.6.15 shows the

examples for frequencies of 1000Hz and 3400Hz. The refer

ence is V,j, (OdB, 0°) in phasor representation. If VjN is

(IV, 0°), the -Jj- stage at 3400Hz will sample two signals of

(1.68V, -54°) and (1.5V, +177°). The net input to the -J-

stage is then equal to (2.87V, -27°) at 3400Hz, which is
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total of a 9dB gain increase. (The net input is (0.56V,

+5!>°) at 1000Hz.) The gain peaking and the phase diversifi

cation in the internal nodes of an active filter are the

important considerations in designing a low distortion

switched-capacitor filter. They can be suppressed by using

the loop-scaling technique [22]. The loop-scaling technique

requires more sampling capacitors and therefore may intro-

kT
duce higher 4r noise at the output of the filter. This

effect should be considered in filter design.

6.4.4. Proposed Hew Circuits

In light of the discussions of the previous sections,

some considerations for designing a high performance low-

noise chopper-stabilized differential switched-capacitor

filter can be achieved. These suggestions are:

(1) use a mirrored layout in the operational amplifier

to Insure full balancing of the signal paths and matching;

(2) design a low thermal noise input stage for the

operational amplifier;

(3) design a low wideband noise output stage for the

operational amplifier, or design an operational amplifier

without an output voltage buffer; and

(4) scale node voltages (loop-scaling technique) in the

filter so that optimum dynamic range is obtained.
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In order to interface with the single-ended input and

output systems, a single-in to differential-in and a

differential-out to single-ended conversions are necessary.

These conversions can not degrade the good power supply

rejections in the differential circuit. Two circuits shown

in Figs.6.16 and 6.17 are proposed to meet this requirement.

They are bottom-plate parasitic free and chopper-stabilized.

The input signal to one side of the integrator shown in

Pig.6.16 is delayed by one-half clock cycle from the other

side. Therefore, the effective differential input is

1

VIH( 1 + z ) in the z-domain. At a filter clock frequency

to filter cutoff frequency ratio of more than 75 (|^j[|j§),
the maximum phase error ia less than 2.4° and the maximum

gain error is less than 0.0225- through the frequency range

from DC to 3>4KHz, that will not degrade the filter

response.

Fig.6.17 shows a chopper-stabilized differential to

single-ended converter. This converter is essentially a ter

minated differential switched-capacitor integrator (a one-

pole lowpass filter). The chopper-stabilized operational

amplifier used in herd here is a fully differential type

with only one output connected to the negative feedback net

work. The switched-capacitors CRa_ and CRI2 and capacitor

Cjqo attached to the non-inverting node of the amplifier are

the replica circuits of those in the signal path (which con

tains CRS1, CRn and C-01). Here. CRS, = CRg2, CRJ1 = CRI2

133

Fig.6.l6 A single-in to differential-in converter.
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and Cjq. = CjQp. The z-transform transfer function for the

converter 1b

'RI1 CI01 £i01_ ,1,-1*
lCRii T

If CRI1 s CI01» then

vOUT^a' =
^R31
IRl7

'RI1

-Vj~(z) +• Vj+(z)z

(6.5)

(6.6)

which is a function of the difference between Vj~ and Vj~

delayed by half of a clock cycle. When p" is turned on the

instantaneous charge Qinat» in z-domain, transferred into

the integrating capacitor is

Qinst = CRI1v0UTinst + CRS1^vIin8t ~ vIinst *

"CRS1 (vIinst+<*> ""iinst"^)0 "2_,> (6'7)

which ia the charge difference between sampled differential

input signal v-+ - v," and that with one clock cycle delay.

Compared with reversing the clocks p'Q and p"Q in the

switched-capacitor crqi» the clock scheme as described

minimizes the output voltage change per cycle. Notice that

p" and p" to the switched-capacitor CRgi are chosen such
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that when the differential outputs of the filter (v0+ and

vQ~ of Fig.5»9) are connected to Vj+ and v-~, there is no

delay between vQ+ and v-,~. This is due to the fact that when

fig is high Vq~ is held by the integrating capacitor of the

gi— stage at the same value as it was one half clock cycle
5

before (when p*_ is turned on).
8

These two circuits, which perform differential to

single-ended and single-ended to differential conversions in

sample-data domain without losing all the advantages of

using fully-differential circuitry, solve the input/output

problems which are inherent to a fully-differential

switched-capacitor filters.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

A new low-noise chopper-stabilized differential

switched-capacitor filtering technique has been developed.

This technique enables the filter to be scaled down in size,

in accordance to the decrease in the technological feature

size, without increasing the use of any additional capaci

tors in the filter. The noise analyses in a sample and hold

circuit, such as switched-capacitor filter, and in an opera

tional amplifier with and without the output voltage buffer

were made. The results from these analyses have led to the

design technique of a low-noise switched-capacitor filter

circuits.

An MOS differential chopper-stabilized operational

amplifier without internal level shifter and an experimental'

prototype fifth-order lowpass filter have been designed and

fabricated. The operational amplifier meets the requirement

of driving a total of lOOpF integrating capabitance in one

stage of a switched-capacitor integrator. The prototype

filter demonstrated a power supply rejection ratio of 50dB

and a dynamic range of 102dB.
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APPENDIX I. TRANSIENT THERMAL NOISE 15]

A basic switched-capacitor circuit contains an MOS

switch and a sampling capacitor. Since the switch is turned

on and off by a clock, the process of this system is nonsta-

tionary. This Appendix will show the transient analysis of

the thermal noise from the channel of the MOS switch.

Fig.A.I shows the model for the transient thermal noise

analysis which includes a noise source vR(t), a noiseless

resistor R and an ideal switch turned on at t=0. In thia

linear system, the autocorrelation function of the station

ary thermal noise source vR(t) is

"rr^i,^) =
2kTR6(t,,t2) t,>0t t2>0

0 otherwise
(A.1)

where 6(t) ia Dirac delta function, and t. and t2 are two

time variables. The system impulse function is

hA.(*> =HC *-t/RC U<*>

where u(t) is the unit step function.

The output autocorrelation function for v-(t) is

(A.2)

1. ' *

- 139 -

t=0

i Vv\ ^\C
I

V,(D

Ov„(t) ±=C

Plg.A.l Model for transient thermal noise analysis.
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Rcc(t,,t2) - RRR(t,,t2) * hAt(t,) * hA1(t2)

»[,.;^]e'(t'^,/RC fort,>t2
kT -2t1/RCi -(t2-t,)/RC

]e for t1 < t2

(A.3)

where "*" is the convolution operator. For a long observa-

-2t?/RC -2t,/RC
tion time, e * << 1 (or e ' << 1), Bq.(A.3)

becomes

R(T(t«,t) -> kTe-M/Rc (A.4)

which corresponds to the expected noise variance of

_|vc2(t,m)l -Rcc(t,t)

kT (A.5)

This result matches the result in Eq.(2.3) under the condi

tion that the time constant RC is much smaller than the

observation time ( tj or t2 in Eq.(A.3))> This ia always

true, because for a complete charging or discharging of a

sampling capacitor in the switched-capacitor filter, the RC

time constant must be much smaller than the switch turn on

- 141 -

time (the observation time)
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kTAPPENDIX II. SAMPLED WIDEBAND NOISE ( ^j- NOISE )

IN SWITCHED-CAPACITOR INTEGRATOR

This appendix will analyze the effect of the ^X noise
psampled by C^. from v.,.v in a switched-capacitor integrator

configuration, and its equivalent noise in the integrator.

The same model as shown in Pig.2.1(b) and 2.1(c) will be

used in the analysis of this Appendix. The voltage waveform

across the integrating capacitor C, due to the noise source

p
Vn.v is shown in Pig. A.2. The noise sampled by Co. from

:IR13 will transfer to Cj with a time constant Rqn24cS1
defined as 1/B. Assuming the clock has a 50$ duty cycle and

the leakage through Cj has a time constant 1//, the impulse

response of tlie system is

hA2(t) - •-/* (I- e"Bt)
t < 0

0 < t < I'rj/2

e-yt (,_ e"BTc/2) * >V2
(A.6)

The voltage waveform across C, ia

V«(t) - * VRt3mhA2tt-mVe) (A.7)

where vR1^_ is the m-th sample from vR.,, which has the fol

lowing properties:

V„(t)

(m-l)T,
i i

mL (m+l)Tr

••

Fig.A.2 v (t) waveform due to v in Fig.2.1.

- H.3 -



E|vR13ln(t)| = 0

2 kT

E«vRJ3m^) »RI3n<*>
St m=n

m/n
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(A.8)

(A.9)

assuming that the RoN24cS1 tirae constant is much smaller

than the fi"2 clock turn on time and the DC voltage gain of

the operational amplifier is high enough. The variable 0 is

uniformly distributed on [0,TJ to insure a stationary random

process. 9 and vR..* are independent.

The autocorrelation function of v--(t) is

RTT(t) = EIVotU) V~T(t+TT)|
'II CH"' VCI'

= o22 'T~ J*nA2^t~inT+G^ hA2^t+"c"*oT+9^u0

02 +oo
f~ f nA2^u^ hA2(u+r)du (A.10)

where u = t-mT-+0. The power spectrum Sqj(ui) corresponding

to v-j(t) is the Fourier transform of Rjj(t), that is
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_2 +oo . _, +oo
SCI(iu) »f- J e~Jultf I t hA2(u) hA2(u+ir)du ]d~r

_2 +oo . +oo .
= f- i h^tuje-^du / h^vje^dv

C -oo

T^ |HA2(^)f (A.11)

where v = u-V , and HA2(jiu) is

+oo

HA2(Jui) = J h.2(u)e-iuuAyx

1- e

Tc Tc

[lB+/+ju»)(/+jiu)J* <A'12)

In most cases, the leakage is very small, therefore B >> Y,

and Scl(ui) becomes

'CI im) =Tc [(B^y2^)]-

-BT- -B-£ T-
1 + e - 2e cos iu-£ (A.13)

For the typical values of 1/B and Tq on the order of 10~8
sec and 10""-' sec, respectively, 9--(w) becomes



V .. I

;I(iu) =g
c {b2*w?)(y2+u?)

which can be simplified further as

Sc.M -£ci

.2 kT_ £c
^ UJ2
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(A.14)

(A.15)

under the conditions that the frequencies of interest are

much smaller than B and the leakage is negligible ( ) ~ 0 ).

Prom Eq.(2.1), the power transfer function of a

switched-capacitor integrator is

HgcUw)
4 sin2 -£•

thus, the input power spectrum from Eq.(A.15) is

2uffc

3i<u,) * viTt
Bifi

2 *src uflip

For x << 1, sin2x Z x2,

Sjtui) kT

CS1fC

[.(A.I 7) then becomes

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)
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kTwhich is the equivalent input ^r- noise power density due to

the thermal noise in the channela of switches Mj and M*.
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APPENDIX III. MODULATION OF THE i NOISE

The modulation effect of the i noise by the use of the

chopper-stabilized technique will be examined In this Appen

dix. Let x(t) be the sign function shown in Fig.A.3(a). The

Fourier transform functions of x(t), v .(t) and vnftn(t) (=

vn1(t)x(t) ) of Fig.4-4 are
'neq'

X(f) = F[x(t)]

aliX2m?rr^^t-^2m-^t^-^t+^-^f^\ <A.19)

VH1(f) = Flvnl(t)] (A.20)

VNEQ<f> = Plvn1(t)x(t)]

-21T7S^7iJ|VN1^f-(2G3-l)V-VH1^f^2^1-1>V,•

(A.21)

where f =~_- is the chopping frequency. If vnl is the ^

noise, its power spectrum can be defined as 8N1(f), and the

power spectra corresponding to VM,(f) and VNEQ(f) are

-3fp-2fp -fp

*(t)
>>

0

-I

(a)

(b)

-**t

fp 2fp 3fp

Fig.A.3 (a) Sign function x(t) with frequency f - ~~i
1 ^ n '

(b) modulated — noise. p

l»»9



K,/2
SN1<f) =ITT
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(A.22)

K,/2 K,/2OO 2 2 *y/c *\f* 1

3HEQ<f> =j/(2m-1)TiJ l|M2m-1)f |+ jf+(2m-1)f |J

(A.23)

where K. is a constant of the j noise. Fig.A.3(b) shows

these "harmonic i noise" components, they are shifted to the

odd harmonic frequencies of f .

But, if vn| is white noise with power density of

SUJ(f) - 2kTR,n -oo < f < +oo, (A.24)

then

Wf> -J^T-m^TO1 4kTRN1

- 2kTR
HI

-oo < f < +CK>. (A.25)

This result indicates the white noise has no modulation

effect due to the sign function x(t).
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APPENDIX IV. NMOS METAL-GATE DEPLETION-ENHANCEMENT PROCESS

The process used to fabricate the experimental proto

type circuits in this research work Is described in this

appendix. The process evolved to its present form through

previous efforts 1.23],[24],1.4]. Boron implantation is used

in channel-stop (p+ Isolation). Positive photoresistor is

used in all photolithographic steps in the process. The sub

strate is boron-doped p-type <100> orientation with 25 to 50

ohm-cm resistivity. This process is intended to fabricate

the threshold voltages (without body-bias) of 0.7V and -3.0V

for enhancement and depletion devices.

Fabrication Sequence:

1• Initial Wafer Cleaning;

1) TCE, 60°C, lOmina.

2) Acetone, room temperature (R.T.), 2mins.

3) Delonized water (Dl) rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow

dry.

4) Piranha clean, H2S04:H202 (5:1),* self-heat to

about 90°C, 15mins.
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5) DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow dry.

6) Dip in HF:I120 (1:5), 30secs.

7) DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow dry.

Initial Oxidation: N-type drive-in furnace, 0.92um wet

oxide.

1) Push &N2 0.65 liters/min, 1150°C, 3mins.

2) Dry 0-. e 1.0 liter/min, 1150°C, 5mins.

3) Wet 02 § 0.5 liters/min, through 96.8°C H2o,

1150°C, 90mins.

4) Anneal © N2 0.65 liters/min, 900°C, 15mins.

5) Pull § N2 0.65 liters/mim, 900°C, 3mlns.

Photoresistor 3tep:(p* field isolation implant, MASK 1)

1) HMDS vapor, with N2 flow, 5mlns.

2) N2 flush, 5mins.

3) Apply positive photoresistor (AZ1350J); spin fi>

5000rpm, 30secs.

4) Prebake, &90°C, 15mins., with H2 flow.

5) Expose mask, 15secs.
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6) Develop with AZ developer:H20 (1:1), 60secs.

7) Light DI rinse, 60secs.

8) Light N2 blow dry..

9) Postbake, © 110°C, 15mins.

10) Oxide etch, © buffered HF (HF:NH4F(1:5), aged at

lease 4hrs.), R.T., 9-5min8.

11) Light DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.

12) Light N2 blow dry.

13) Inspect under microscope for complete oxide etch.

Field Ion Implantation:(p+ field implant)

Bake wafer under IR lamp for lOmins.

1) Boron:8x1013/cmZ, © 150KeV.

2) Strip photoresistor in Piranha, 5mins.; DI rinse,

1 to 2 mins.; N- blow dry.

Field Oxide Growth: N-type drive-in furnace, 0.4um wet

oxide over p+

1) Piranha clean, 5mins.; DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; Np

blow dry.

r*
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2) Dip in HF:li20(1:10), lOaecs.; DI rinse, 1 to 2

mins.; N2 blow dry.

3) Push © N2 0.65 liters/min, 1150°C, 3mins.

4) Dry 02 © 1.0 liter/min, 1150°C, 5mins.

5) Wet 02 © 0.5 liters/min, through 96.8°C H20,

1150°C, I6mins.

6) Anneal © N2 0.65 liters/min, 900°C, 15mins.

7) Pull © N2 0.65 liters/mim, 900°C, 3mins.

Photoresistor 3tep;(n+ diffusion, MASK 2)

1) Same as step 3. except oxide etch for lOmins.

2) Strip photoresistor in acetone, 5mins.; DI rinse,

1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow dry.

Phosphorus Predepositlon: N-type predeposition furnace,

(cool phosphorus source, P0C1,, 30 to 40 mins. before

use.)

1) Piranha clean, 5<-ins.; DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; N2

blow dry.

2) Dip in HF:H20(1:10), lOsecs.; DI rinse, 1 to 2

mins.; N2 blow dry.
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3) Push © N2 0.65 liters/min, 1100QC, 3mins.

4) Dry 02 © 0.1 liters/min, and N2 © 1.25 liters/min,

1100°C, 5mins.

5) Dry 02 © 0.1 liters/min, Ng © 1.25 liters/min, and

L3P0C1, © 0.096 liters/min, 1100°C, 20mina.

6) Dry 02 © 0.1 liters/min, and N2 © 1.25 liters/min,

1100°C, 2mins.

7) Anneal © N2, 0.65 liters/min, 900°C, lOmins.

8) Pull © N2 0.65 liters/min, 900°C, 3mins.

8. Etch Phosphorus Glass

1) Dip in HF:H20(1:3), 1.5mins.

2) DI rinse, 2mins.; N2 blow dry.

9. S/D Oxide Growth; N-type drive-in furnace, 0.5um oxide

over n S/D

1) Piranha clean, 5mina.; DI rinae, 1 to 2 mina.; N2

blow dry.

2) Dip in HF:H20(1:10), lOaecs.; DI rinse, 1 to 2

mine.; N2 blow dry.

3) Push © N2 0.65 liters/min, 1100°C, 3mins.
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4) Dry 0_ © 1.0 liter/min, 1100°C, 5mins.

5) Wet 02 © 0.5 liters/min, through 96.8°C H2o,

1100°C, 34mins.

6) Anneal © N2 0.65 liters/min, 900°C, 15mins.

7) Pull © H2 0.65 litera/mim, 900°C, 3mins.

10. Photoresistor Step:(Gate oxide, MASK 3)

1) Same as step 3- except oxide etch for 6.5mlns.

2) Strip photoresistor in acetone, 5mins.; DI rinse,

1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow dry.

11. Gate Oxide Growth: N-type drive-in furnace, 0.1um gate

oxide

1) Piranha clean, 5mins.; DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; No

blow dry.

2) Dip in HF:Ii20(1:10), lOsecs.; DI rinse, 1 to 2

mins.; N2 blow dry.

3) Push © N2 0.65 liters/min, 1000°C, 3mins.

4) Dry 02 © 0.5 liters/min, 1000°C, 1lOmins.

5) Anneal © H2 0.65 liters/min, 1000°C, 15mins.
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6) Pull © H2 0.65 liters/mim, 900°C, 3mins..

12. Photoresistor Step:(Depletion implant, MASK 4)

Same as 1) to 9) in step 3. (No oxide etch!)

13* Phosphorus Depletion Implant:

1) Phosphorus: 2.10x1012/cm2, © 150KeV.

2) Strip photoresistor in Piranha, 5mins.; DI rinse,

1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow dry.

14. Boron Enhancement Implant:

1) Boron: 7.80x1011/cm2, © 50KeV.

2) Strip photoresistor in Piranha, 5mins.; DI rinse,

1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow dry.

15. Back-side Oxide Etch:

Use Q-tip with small amount of HF, etch back-side

of wafer only; DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow

dry.

16. Phosphorus Getteringt N-type predeposition furnace

1) Piranha clean, 5mina.; DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; N„

blow dry.

2) Dip in HF:H20(1:10), lOseca.; DI rinse, 1 to 2

mins.; N2 blow dry.
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3) Push © N2 0.65 liters/min, 1000°C, 3mins.

4) Dry 02 © 0.1 liters/min, and N2 © 1.25 liters/min,

1000°C, 5mins.

5) Dry 02 © 0.1 liters/min, N2 © 1.25 liters/min, and

POClj ©0.096 liters/min, 1000°C, 2mins.

6) Anneal © H0, 0.65 liters/min, 1000°C, lOmins.

7) Pull © H2 0.65 liters/min, 900°C, 3mins.

17. Photoresistor Step:(Contact, MASK 5)

1) Same as step 3* except oxide etch for 1.5mins.

2) Strip photoresistor in acetone, 5mina.; DI rinse,

1 to 2 mins.; N0 blow dry.

3) Piranha clean, 5mins.; DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; N2

blow dry.

4) Dip in HP:HpO( 1:10), lOsecs.; DI rinse, 1 to 2

mins.; N2 blow dry.

5) Bake under IR lamp, 15mins.

18, Evaporate 0.4 to 0.6um of Aluminum;

19- Photoresistor Step:(metalizatlon. MASK 6)
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1) Same aa 1) to 9) in atep 3. except spin AZ1350J ©

7000rpm, expose mask for 12secs. and develop for

4586C8.

2) Aluminum etch © type-A etchant, 50°C (etching rate

O.OIum/aec), 50 to 70 sees.

3) DI rinse, 1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow dry.

4) Strip photoresistor in acetone, 5mins.; DI rinse,

1 to 2 mins.; N2 blow dry.

20. Sintering Treatment; Sintering furnace

1) Push © N2 1.0 liter/min, 450°C, Imin.

2) Sinter © forming gas (N2:U2(9:1)) 1-0 liter/min,

450°C, 15mins.

3) Pull © forming gas 1.0 liter/min, 450°C, Imin.
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APPENDIX V. NMOS METAL-GATE LAYOUT RULES[X]

The layout rules given in this appendix are very

conservative, which is designed for fabricating the

prototype circuits with a relative high-temperature

process as described in appendix IV. The spacing shown

as follows is the minimum value in the layout.

MASK 1: p+ Isolation

width lOum

spacing 7.5um to 15um

(for those low reverse-bias voltage across

p+, substrate and n+ use 7«5um, otherwise use

15um.)

MASK 2: n+ Source/Drain (S/D) Diffusion

width lOum

S/D spacing

switches)

MASK 3: Gate Oxide

15um (for

20um (for op-amps)

width

S/D overlap

lOum

2'. 5um
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(also contains all the contact windows in

MASK 5.)

MASK 4: Depletion Implant

larger than gate oxide lOum

MASK 5: Contact

minimum size

to edge of S/D

MASK 6: Metal

width

1Oumx1Oum

or 7.5umx12.5um

5um

lOum

spacing lOum

larger than gate oxide

and contact window 2.5um
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